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Wendy Young Cathy Wiebrecht Gordie Eadon Tom Wilson
Sha Stenstrom Lew Lerman Tish Wittbold Tim Ryan Mike Davino
John Hanlon Anna Reppuci Clay Biddinger Janice Buckey
Nancy Hubsmith Freddy Carangelo Sandy Labosky John Race Jody Matusoff
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Pat Lamb Leslie Klein Lynn Bartlett Woody Keys John Pattyson
Cathy Pixley Phil Bethell Nancy Yeargin Bill Matzkevich
Bill Walczak JudyJucker Karen Bleckner Brad Benson



























































































































































































































Director of Food Service

ART
Tom Peterson, Hallie Lu Hallam, Robert Lemon, Ron Larned
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE
Barbara Cooper, Pedro Pequeno, John Weiss, Marilyn Stewart, Tom Harblin.
BIOLOGY
Carl Sandstrom, David Richards, MaryAnn Henderson, James Small, Ed
Scheer
ECONOMICS
Donald Hill, Arthur Kenison, Kennan Taylor, Charles Welsh,
Heather Slemmer, Ross Evans, Frank Dassa, Paul
Schauwecker
EDUCATION
Harry Morall, Dan DeNicola, Virginia Stevens, Michael
Kahn, Nancy McAleer, Larry Cotanche, William March
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COMMUNICATIONS
LaRue Boyd, Carolyn Planck, Charlie
Rodgers
ENGLISH
Alan Nordstron, Wilbur Dorsett, Maurice O'Sullivan, Phillip Pas-





Dr. Peter Bonnell, Mrs. Lorah, Dr. Pat Lancaster, Dr. Bessie




Ralph Naleway, James Child, Alexandra Skidmore
Raymond Roth
MUSIC
Alex Anderson, Thomas Brockman, Bill Gallo, Ross Rosazza, Al-
phonse Carlo, Ward Woodbury
PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION
George Bailey, Hoyt Edge, Dean Wettstein, Dr. Wavell, Dr. DeNicola, Carl Peters
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PHYSICS
John Ross, Joseph Mulson, Robert Carson
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Phil Harris, Ed Jucker, Norm Copeland, Boyd Coffie, Buster Steinmeir, Harry Meisel,
Gordie Howell, Virginia Mack, Joe Justice, Peggy Jarnigan
POLITICAL SCIENCE








Student Association Vice President
STUDENT ASSEMBLY
(row 1) Sue Brown, Sarah Kepler, John Shubert, Bobby Ourisman, Peggy Mahaffey, John Durkee, Shawne Wickham, Silvia Milera. (row 2)
Ricky Atwood, Cindy Tallent, Carol Saunders, Pam Tabor, Lueia Alvarez, Andy Treanis, Heidi McNanney, Tina Howard, (row 3) Ivan
Fleishman, Colleen McCrane, Joe Brown, Nancy Finneran, Marc Bertholet, Tim Brennan, Bruce Mills, Todd S., Tim Ryan, Simon Talbot,
Marie Brown, Bill Breda, Will Graves, Domingo Alvarez, Lew Lerman.
STUDENT CENTER
(row 1) Susan Harriman, Cindy Keefe, Hale Sehantz, Jed Stander, Ivan Fleishman, Karen Jucker, Tracy Tabor, Ricky




(row 1) Joanie Rhodes, Kathy MacLean, Heidi McNaney, Lew Lerman, Tina Howard, (row 2) Randy Guliek, Nancy
Hubsmith, Karen Carow, Hunt Logan, Hank Battag-liola, Sarah Hoffman, Bill Todman, Luther Graham, Peggy
Mahaffy.
VISITATION COURT




(kneeling) Janice Buckey, Cathi Weibrect, Carolyn Pecka, Debbie Bogotin. (standing) Anne
Stewart, Carol Schubert, Cynde Clark, Shelly Wilson, Vicki Walker, Laurie Faulk, Nancy
Hubsmith, Cathy Depasquale, Linette Winworth.
INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
(row 1) Joe Pilley, Bobby Ourisman, David Steph, Peter Powell, Gordie Eadon, Eddie Kelly, (row 2) Jed
Stander, Bryan Chase, Eph Helton, Tim O'Donnell, Gary Wells.
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STUDENT CENTER FOR SOCIAL CONCERNS
(front row) Hilary Blythe, Jeane Seiler, Pat Lamb, Nancy Donahue, Kim Cestar, Tracy Kelley, Lew Lerman,
Joanie Rhodes, Ivan Fleishman, (back row) Cindy Keeffe, Mary Jane Fadem, Rick Atwood, Susi Harriman,
Julie Carey, Paul Zeph, Cary Boyd, Gary Garson, Jed Stander.
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SANDSPUR
(row 1) John Pattyson, Colleener McCrane, Shawne Wickham. (row 2) Leslie Aufzien, Karen
Camelo, Bob Escher, Wickford Weldon, Gary Langfitt.
BRUSHING
Roberta Reed, Brad Perkins, Al Hulme, Shawne Wickham.
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AUSTRALIA
(front) Jimmy Bardwell, Kathy Mitchell, Nettie Olson, Mary Rowbottom, Cindy Keaney, Virginia Hyde,
Ann Parsons, (back) Pam Frame, Nancy Curry, Andy Holland, Chris Sullivan, Barb Wilkinson, Peter
Juan, Sue Golden, Phil Field, Steve Reydel, Hilary Blythe, Tim Patterson.
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PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB
(front) J. Durkee, T. Dunlop, M. G. Flynn, K. Allen, J. Leeker, M. Finnmann, A. Leeker. (back) R. Conlen,














Grover Gardner, Bob Moore, David
Bass, Tracy Scott, Chip Johnson, Sandra
Hardy, Norm Gilbert, Hollis Delanoy,
Cary Boyd, Polly Miller, Beverly
Johnson, David Pearson, Alec Scribner,
Denise Coppenhaver, Cindy Keefe,
David Ward, Tom Joyner, Richard
Anderson, Jim McCall, Alice Galloway,
Judy Johnson, Valerie Jahn, Sloan
Sparkman, Melaney Holder, Adrianne









Aunt Meme Sandra Hardy
Raffaele Bev Johnson





Virginia Shannon Lee Doler
Michele Bruce Fernandez
Luigi Lynn Stewart Levy
Elena Judy Johnson
Catiello Robert Juergens
Dr. Cefercola Richard Warren
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The Woman Lori Hendry
Charley Larry Cotanche
Uncle Ben Bev Johnson
Howard Wagner Richard Warren
Jenny Leslie Aufzien
Stanley Chip Johnson
Miss Forsythe Jeanne Calloway
Letta Kimberly Sands





Grover Gardner, John Sinclair, Lori Howlett,
David Pearson, Nancy Hubsmith, Sandra Hardy,
Jeanann Glassford, Stephen DeWoody, Robert
Robinson, Tracy Scott, Valerie Jahn, Chip
Johnson, John Hanlon, Denise Coppenhaver,
Bruce Barker, Gary Langfitt, Hollis Delanoy,
Meloney Holder, Richard Waldman, Lawrence











































































(front) Eric Hafter, Kate Riche, Phoebe Hickman, Bob Geller, George Khouri. (back) Peter Kazan, Charles Lieber, Jose
Blanco, Charlie Meir, Clyde Clark, Greg Smith, Tim Graddy, Tom Maisey.
FINE ARTS
(front) Mike Coolbroth, Mardi Gradolf, Bob Robinson, Kiera Tchelistcheff, Barbara R. Williams, Brad Perkins, (back) Sue Quimby, Jon





First row: Sarah Labellman, Deb Hadaway, Heidi McNaney, Sue Harmon, Jill Thibbetts, Lydia Persinski.Kim Gillen, Tina
Howard; Second row: Tyler Richards, Sue Price, Sissy Yount, Gail Tomasetti, Joyce Overend, Tammy Hazen; Third row:
Lynn Welch, Dianna Krabbe, Becky Bushko, Jenny Artopeous, Kathy Schwitzer, Alyce Robertell;Fourth row: Michelle
Orians, Nancy Winograd, Cathy Despesquale, Fran Freeman, Debbie Arnold, Bonnie Nash; Fifth row: Barb Vitaliano,
Mindy Fleishman, Lenette Whitworth, Beth Shepard, Vicki Walker.
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Well, Sister, the year started out luke-warm, but fortunately the weather cooled
down quite well! VICKIE, has the presidency gone to the dogs? . . . SUNNI, just
where are you goingto school? . . . Cat got your tongue, BETH? . . . LYNN W., do you
think you'll reach #10, t he world's record at 7-14-21? JOYCE, why do they call you
Motorships? What ever happened to that silver Mercedes MARCHETTA?! . . .Just
what we needed, LYNN R. another hop-a-long in the house . . . DEB HAD-A-WA Y
and got her MAN! . . . SANDY, if you've seen (wrapped) one ankle, have you seen
them all? . . . SARAH, what is the "attraction" to the Chemistry Department? . . .
You sure have been "active" for a pledge, SID; we love those pranks!?! . . . TINA,
does this blurb follow Robert's Rules of Order? . . . You're great at softball, Ginny
who's your cute coach? . . . BARB, Oh its not obvious, and you're not "snowing"!?!
. . . You're always smiling, ALYCE, what are you up to? . . . Has the cold weather
increased your appetite, LENETTE, or is the extra lunch for the BLIZZARD? . . .
DEBBIE A., would you if you could? . . . FRAN is this going to be another belt
buckle affair? . . . MARY, like Big Sis, like Little Sis? . . . Why are you so interested
in fixing up the chapter room, LIZ, for" R.B.'s"? . . .SISSY, when will you learn that
pajamas aren't daytime attire? . . . NANCY, you live in New Women's right? . . .
HEIDI, so now we know just what those platforms are good for! . . . How is married
life treating you, DEE? . . . CORK, PRICE, & MOONS how do you like living m
HIGH places? . . .JEAN, are you still alive!? . . .TAMMY & GAIL, are you going to
follow in the firey redhead tradition of Radical?! . . . Without your shoes, BECKY,
just how tall are you? . . . HARMLESS, just how many pizzas can you eat? . . . The
way you talk, BETSY, you'd think the floors were made of paper! . . . How does it
feel, MINDY & DIANA, to sleep on box springs for a week? . . . What is the new
standard's policy, KI M, anything goes? . . . BONNIE, what was it like to spend t he
night in Japan (in the TKE house)?! SALLIE, don't you get tired of moving furni-
ture from room to room? . . . RADICAL, when its snowing in Idaho, don't get lost in
the potato patch! . . . Where are you, CINDY, lost in Panama? . . . We would have
written something for you, MICHELLE, but we didn't have your address . . .
JENNY, we thought you were going to blow out that candle . . .Just what is it that
keeps you in Vickie's room, KATHY, ( Hello! )? . . .JILL, you really cleaned up at the
TKE (FTU) disco party! ... LYDIA, would you mind making 50 copies of this
blurb?!? . . . TYLER, what are you brewing in Bush, or is it BUSCH that you are
brewing? . . . And of course, Love to all our Bordeaux Beau's: TED, BUDDY, ED,
CAM, AL, HIROHITO, AND WILDMAN.
And to all the PHI'S,
LET IT SNOW, LET IT SNOW, LET IT SNOW
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CHI OMEGA
(front) Ann Rozelle, Anne Shuttleworth, Laura Gramas, Lisa Allen, Jennifer Held, Carol Saunders, Ashley Holmes, Karen Nissen,
Peggy Murray, (middle) Jana Slavens, Donna O'Brien, JeanMarie Betz, Lori Howlett, Sandy Smith, (back) Becca Kaplan, Meg Bow-
ermaster, Beth Bowers, Kathy Guite, Emily Kent Walton, Colleen McNulty, Colleen McCrane, Val Jahn, Noel Thomas, Lisa Mittnacht,
Shiel Abbott, Adair Wilmar, Sarah Polite, Martha Falconer, Pat Loret DeMola, Tammy Hallisey, Mary King, Lynn Bacigalupi, Carol
McGee, Carla Mullins, Lynn Bartlett, Karen Bleckner.
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Gail Erskine, Bibby Curtis, Pam Frenzel, Dottie
Dyess
"Hello? Hello? Yes, this is Gladys — I'm over in the Chi-0 House could
you please speak up a little? The din here is unbelievable! Karen, the
eternal personel chairman, and Kent, the closet queen are having a
pre-Pub counseling session on the trials and tribulations of visitation,
and at the same time they're both trying to persuade Pat that labs do take
precedence over tennis, especially for pre-vet majors. Meg wants to party
and can't find Beth, who, unbeknowest to Meg, has been in the kitchen for
the last three days searching the refrigerator for her steak. ("Can't any-
one in this house read?") Dottie "I-am-a-treat" Dyess is training Gay-Boy
to take over the editorship of the Tomokan, but all the damn bird wants to
do is curl his eyelashes. Wonder what Big Deal would say — Negotiations
are being made to secure Peggy's role as Charlie's Angel for another year
— "more fringe benefits!", Marg argues while cleverly trying to whisk
Noel's Doritos away. If Polly does not stop boom-booming about super-
stitions, I'll have to put in a complaint to prez. Carol. She won't be hard to
find you can track that girl down by her laugh alone. Speaking of laughs,
did you hear that Mole wants to elope this week? Someone should give her
a tranquilizer she's been fake crying again. I just hope she remembers not
to invite Critchfield to the champagne reception!
I tell you — the kitchen, as usual, is like Grand Central Station. Sarah is
experimenting with her new recipe, "Animal Crackers ala Panama Red",
and Adair is making her eighteenth bowl of Mrs. Grass' chicken noodle
soup, while visions of a noodle franchise dance in her head, Lynne is in on
that deal too, and is discussing the possibility of opening a Noodle Hut in
Denver that caters to slow learners only. Nutty Colleen is trying to
explain the finer points of squirrel-feeding, and refuses to leave the living
room unless everyone has left. Here comes Laura — she can't seem to find
her car and needs it to go to the Jade Room. I think I saw it in front of the
Pub. Karen B. just flew in the door a minute ago — she's been practicing1
her "coffee, tea, or Me?" on all of us of late. Oh — there's Lisa packing her
bags, getting ready to go to Daytona — is Rollins turning into a suitcase
school? Kathy's busy making another Australian college and is still
workingon the acceptance speech she'll give after receivingthe award for
being the only Rollins co-ed to have measles this year ... I can hear Noel
asking everyone if they've used her phone — they've nominated her for
Disco Queen of the House . . . Becca can't decide whether to watch "Rich
Man, Poor Man" or the Redskins game, and Flea, wearing that dirty shirt
is deep in thought creating the latest in "practical" jokes. Batch is think-
ing of wedding bells, and Lynnie loves her T-shirts and shorts. Miss
Arneson's exercise nutrition class hasn't met since Fall Term and the
effects are obvious throughout the house. Gail's drying her hair for the
third time today trying to get ready to go out shopping for shirts.
Everybody's been looking for Val all day. She missed her weekly visit to
the living room and they're worried that she might have developed Annie
Russell-itis — . Meanwhile, Bib and Pam are tossing their cookies up in
duet in anticipation of the next "binge". They'll not be attending school
this year like dat (work be a hacuable, goony suckah). Instead, Bibby
sticks to domestic chores and bourbon, and Pamela Brown takes various
mid-semester vacations and remains as fickle as ever. Mary just wants to
keep the bathroom doors closed and secured at all hours.
Those crazy new actives have gotten tired of filling up paper cups with
water and have moved on to more important things — like filling up paper
cups with beer. OOps gotta to talk to you later bye!"




First row: Morgan Zook, John Shubert, Ward Simonton, Scott Harvard, Tito, Jimmy Peak, Bart Davies.Tim Ryan, Ed Kelly; Second row:
Blondie Henderson, Jeremy Cladwell, Tyrone Stephens, Gordon Eadon, Tim Jones, Brad Clark, Bob Collins, Cabel Williams; Third row:
Jack Castle, Chris Kaltenborn, Marc Bertholet, Homer, Carter Beese, Tedd Griffith; Fourth row: Ted Biesanz, Chip Irish, Rob Conlen,
Andy Holland, Rusty "Rip" Rizor; Fifth row: Mark Imhoof, Paul Croft, Parker Dulaney, Jack Lee, Clay Margnardt, Joe Lupo.
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The Kappa Alpha Order has once again survived the Housing Review Board and
many female assaults. The Brothers have had both an exciting and constructive
year. The Seniors depart (in part) leaving many a legend. They also leave the
Junior class with an impossible problem — How do you replace Jimmy Peak!?
Peak kept the "books" this fall and I don't mean the "R" book. C-Bob came back,
took his miney out of the Banks and took up where Irish lift off. Tino came back too,
he had a Devine fall but played with himself all spring. Homer was wrecked. Brad
has "D" but let her "Flo"rence. (Hi Katie) Harvard spent his sixth and seventh
term on academic probation while roomie Scoop learned how to pick fruit and coffee
beans. Cabell spent the year fighting off girls and hangovers as well as that little
Itch from last year. Peter proved once and for all that he'd not only walk a mile but
go all the way to D.C. for you know what! re: Joyce!! Ward might graduate but it
will be scary — Dennis got lost in the waves and a babe — how Busch! Rip missed
the whole year while fighting with an NCR — Ryan almost spent enough time n
admissions to come back next year. Wheelie took it easy and learned to play the
vio-Lynn. The KA's and Big Jules suffered through another year at presidential
Edicts or Eadons as they became known. Bart was seen Teetoring at various
functions. Chip lost one but had an affair with Kelly much to Ed's dismay who said
he wanted to be Rip's brother in law. Shubes tried in vain to stay out of trouble —
thus his new nickname; Damage. Jeremy was fairly quiet More-y or less. Andy
spent the fall in Australia and the spring on Mars. Peter became the number Juan
man in the pants. Carter did a term research on Kunta Kitty. Sly got a new car but
kept the same old . . . Morgan left his room alone but changed girls a million times
— or vice versa (Hi Laura) Smusher has a new BMW — as far as we know he and
Joanne are still waiting for it to snow. Buzzon went nuts after being confined to the
tower. Marc, the hope of his class, went down the tubes but won't be taken for
Grant(ed)! The Bomb was locked up in an institution after authorities learned he
had hooked his heart up to a Strob light. Rob got back from abrosd(?) still in a daze.
The pledge class was the strangest aray of inane misfits to ever be assembled in
one place. Two Jacks, one from Texas that always looks like he belongs in a Bank(s)
and the other with one thing going for him, his last name, Lee! Kenton tried to
crush a patrol car with a Fiat. Bret tried to go crazy but couldn't get out of bed. Paul
came from Canada but doesn't remember how to get home. Harry partied like a
K.A. but . . . Mark and Clay were best friends — they share everything . . . Gene
thought he found it but lost it in Morgan's room. Bancroft's okay if his mouth is
shut. Parker's okay if hi's asliip and Lupo would be alright if he'd keep his damn
hands in his pockets. Blondie is not alright and won't be until he loses his keys for
good. Three new social members round out the order. First Boone who will soon be
marrying some little Grub he dug up. O'Donnell might get by with frequent visits to
the Dean(e). Dink's little brother is working his way through school doing Body
work and fixing cars.




First row: Martha Makarius, Ellen Bonura, Val Wiend, Jeanne Barr, Amy Cannon, Lisi Morrison, Lisa Content, Jeanne Calloway, Poppy
Terris, Micki Banks, Carolyn Pecka, Anne Richardson, Kim Whitaker; Second row: Leslie Lloyd, Kim Paul, Cy Weary, Sabrina Sutterlin,
Mary Crqndall, Linda Gladson, Maria Curran, Jean MacDonald, Lisa Spinnenwebber, Tina Pritchard, Sarah Hofmann, Pricilla Clark,
Carole Kennedy, Faye Atkinson, Bonnie Brooks, Linda Dow; Third row: Laura Picot, Iris Wittbold, Vicki Saiswick, Julie Carey, Mary
Alice Byrnes, Bonnie Dale, Leslie Custer, Linda Bose, Val Nifosi, Maggie McMurray, Lisa Castle, Diane McGee, Carolyn Johnson, Tracy
Pickett, Susan Bartlett, Lulu Godsborough, Molly Tryloff, Barbara Gee; Fourth row: Cherie Austerberry, Melinda McDonald, Debbie
Bogatin, Mary Hoover, Liz Grubb; Fifth row: Leslie Klein, Tish Wittbold, Maria Wolfe, Lynn Burnstein, Sha Stentstrom, Randy Gulick,
Dede David, Julie Love.
It's been said that Theta's have never attained the ranking of first. However . . .
they're always first in the Beanery, first in the Phi Delt House and only improving
an outstanding group of girls, first in versatility . . .
Puka Pecka could be seen practicing psychiatry behind closed doors while
Tinkerbell was casting her spells royally. Lynn, being so "Scholarly" in London,
should have known to cork it, and Iris, our pyromaniac did a beautiful job redec-
orating the kitchen . . . Linda was seen star gazing from the local car wash while
the phone rang on and on and on for Micki . . . Meanwhile, across the Atlantic, Sally
discovered German ale sure beat Steak and Ale and Randy returned once more . . .
We didn't know Rollins had so many European campuses . . . Kim W. and Jean spent
a semester at Univ. of Dublin while Barbara sailed and dreamed of better days in
Colorado . . . Nevertheless, Martha never missed her cocktail hour even though
Stick somehow kept getting stuck in California . . . Big Jules' social inventiveness
didn't help her on the Gong Show, but her cohort, Lizard, has been burning the
candle at both ends . . . Squishy was seen gazing at herself saying, "Mirror, mirror
on the wall, who's the fairest Fawcett of them all?" . . . Steve seems to be Julie N.'s
new Deli delight . . . Tina, tastefully known as Tuna was seen running barefoot but
with Security close behind . . . Dede, who are the flowers from??? . . . Pat, we want to
know if lunch at the Beefwas really worth it? . . . Sha, tryingto lead a more exciting
life, signed up for free (?) motorcycle lessons . . . Mary Alice was heard throughout
the house saying, "REALLY Pabst is the most UNbelievable beer in the entire
world!" . . . Nancy didn't surprise us when her 20th turned into a birthday she'll
always remember . . . Unfortunately C. J. often called D. B. has been breathing on
lost dates while everyone wondered about Cindy — Is she or isn't she? Only her
bulletin board knows for sure . . . Maria, don't you want to tell us about some ofyour
late night rendevous'? . . . Somewhere on the second floor Diana rationalized, "Just
one more M&M and then I'll go jog . . . Mary, while visiting her favorite bartender
got cut short at Harper's, and little sister Debbie tried to help out . . . By the way D.
B., why do they call you "Pickles"? . . . Somehow Sheree crewed all the way from
Foxcroft to funky Nassau . . . Cheri wants everyone to know that she's the official
dawgie while Cy tries to answer the question, "Is he really a pig?" . . . Our intelli-
gent (?) Bush baby, Lisa, seemed to misplace an important ticket and almost missed
her plane from Panama . . . Leslie, our top beagle, needs to be leashed while one
smell of a beer and Bonnie's gone for the night. Meanwhile, Tracy read us a few
rules of etiquette from her favorite book,Amy Vanderbilt and Kim P. lived up to her
reputation of being a real Airhart . . . Sabrena spends hours in the kitchen appar-
ently preparing new gourmet meals and Sara is off on a turn around towards Gibbs
. . . Vicki can be heard singing all the way from Keene to the Club while Laura, our
soon to be moviestar will no longer be Downunder but up on the Hills of Beverly . . .
No one seems to be able to cure Kathy of being a non-stop workaholic and Mel,
deciding to stop following her dreams settles at Harper's and orders her ninth and
final Lite.
Finally, we want to congratulate 29 great new girls, who we know will proudly





First row: Deane Jonas, Mardi Finnman, Sarah Seager, Mudgie Couch, Cindy Grant, Becky Williams, Vicky Teeter, Lisa Giltner, Missy
Weatherhead, Julie Helton; Second row: Ginger Ross, Ann Halberg, Linda Chiodo, Mary Lynne Smithson, Sue Coffin, Liz Fogarty, Diane
Bronstein, Scuppy Gordon, Sheila Peck, M. G. Flynn, Margaret Lang, Joanne Simila, Sandy Stahoviak; Third row: Jane Moray, Sally
Barley, Ann Hileotis, Donna Craster, Knight Patterson, Sally Fithian, Beth Mayner, Kim Hale, Beth Radford, Melissa Gooding,
Maureen Ryan, Jane Divine, Jorie Carr, Barb Bartels, Liz Mazur, Roxanne Mougenel, Nancy Yeargin, Jane Kinchloe, Judy Jucker, Ann
Boyle; Fourth row: Bailey Johnson, Inga Ivey, Dolly McClellon, Gaye Bounty, Janice Buckey, Patty Koren, Louise Parrish, Karen
Jucker, Mary Jones, Renee Noel.
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1As usual, the Kappas had a successful and momentous 1977.
Thanks to the pledge class, Winter Park Hospital will be adding a new wing.
Roxanne M. gained a new birthmark. Ann B. gained a new scar on her chin. Bailey
J. is still tryingto find out how she tore the cartilage in her leg. Barbie B. spent nine
days in traction and also had her speech impediment corrected at no extra charge.
Incoherent Inga was neither here nor there, but always went for triple olives.
Pooch and Jorie are watching for their stock in M & M's to split. Knight and
Henry have kept the couch in the living room warm. Dana went from ice cream to
wine and cheese. Has anyone seen Sandy L.?
Pix discovered that bacon bits were a good substitute for popcorn at the movies.
Judy J. lost two out of three Johns. Dora has almost mastered the English language
with Nancy Y. as her speech therapist. Cock-a-roachs? What did you expect from
S.C.
Our illustrous and well spoken President (ha ha) Cathi W. monitored the second
floor derelicts. Nothing surprises her anymore.
"Two-can" Janice B. was either at work or asleep. She also had the most chal-
lenging "little sis". Sixty people saw Jane K. without her earrings. How frighten-
ing. The Weatherhead no-tell motel had no vacancies.
Margaret L. had a trauma over the Rollins athletic teams. Soccer or baseball
Margaux? Deane was continually confused about the radio, the television, the
heat, and the location of her feet. Margaret P. and Robin M., our Kappa transfers,
are still amazed. Destructo Reeves left us for married life.
The fearless foursome of Beth R., Melissa G., Janet D., and Maureen R., made
tracks to the balcony to visit Pookey . . . The Beef, Harpers, and never missed the
"I". Go for all the Gusto girls . . . it's loose . . .
Asforthe Nude Womensandoffcampus gang. . . Mardi paced about, Ginger cried
alot. Gretchen's into politics and mystery weekends. Karen J. spoke and Diane B.
still hungry. Lisa G. is torn between alternative housing and keg parties. Claudia
went international. Sally B's books were always balanced. Beth M's into giving
toasts.
Lisa D., Boo, and Beth H . . . Where are you?
Give us whiskey, gin, or rye, we'll be Kappas until we die!
LAMBDA CHI PSI
First row: Todd Munson, Bill Rodriquez, Brad Benson, Don Kiwor, Paul Cisco, Mike McGowan, Peter Wise, Bill Goudreau, B. J. Hayes,
Bill Matzkevich, Kevin "Fro" Crowley, George Westwood; Second row: Gary Parsons, Jeff Barnhill, Mark Murnan, Clay Biddinger, Steve
Cahall, Jim Yetter, Jim Volker, Mark Bolton, Pat Crispi, Fred Caffrey; Third row: Mike Fogle, Peter Arnold, Wayne Gibbs, Bob Burrell,
Mike Johnson, Tom Behr, Bill "Moon" Walsh, Dave Arnold, Paul "Chuckles" Uher, Bob Krueger, Jerry DeRoche, Bob Kelve, Kevin
Petrie, Mark "Zeke" Arnold, Fred Ruiz, Carl Derlath.
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When you're feeling down and out, wonderin' what
this world's all about, I know a place that has the an-
swer — step into the HOUSE and jump aboard the
cruise to the skies where you'll find the boys looking for
a light from Edward P. Hooker, our new Chi Psi
brother, in whose house we have dwelt fraternally
since the beginning of time.
Joe checked with Hulio as he was first to see the light.
He said, "How I love it when my thoughts run to the
land of make believe." Zeke thought he was first, but
not so — instead he was "blinded by the light." Clay
Dogs was back from Australia with the latest in mens
hair fashion — a transplant from his noggin to his chin.
And we think Goody came back. George is not working
at the pool any longer, seemed to be drying up.
Moon got kneed at the beach so he was laid upstairs
for a while? Yetterman was constantly smiling as he
seemed to be enjoying the fruits of the year. Jerry
improved his jumping — he never got wet. One day he
was able to open his eyes but looking down a .38 and
watching the coot scoot he wished he hadn't.
For Ernie it used to be "me and my bros" but now and
forever it'll be "weiand my bros". Ernie went to Puerto
Rico (minus one) but Fogle went to San Jose to pay his
dues and look for his socks. Cahall working at the Steak
and Ale always seemed to serve his meat well. The
Sponge bros kept absorbing the lagers as they con-
templated hooking up to Cable on their new color T.V.
Carl finally got rid of his motorcycle only to find a
better ride on two wheels. Chuckles in a bad slump
needed a few hits to boost his average. The rooster
crowed "Balba-Looey", only to see Burrell in his win-
dow flexing. Dash grabbed the hen by the knee and
they were off. Volkert got engaged — morning, noon,
night and all the time.
Wayne will bite the dust also, if he can raise his arm
by then. It snowed for the first time at Rollins but the
Yott-type Dude had seen snow here before. Don found
out that starting in left field was his cup of T. President
Munson had a Bud too many and his Head became too
big for his body. Crowley's been working all year on
unsuccessfully controlling a dangerous gas in the lab
nextdoor. Freddy Ruiz (Rooze) still can't find anything
to dance to. Barny is all excited about all the new out-
houses around campus disguised as trash cans.
Krueger hopes to have a few more one-hitters before
the season is over.
Scoop went back to the Beantown to make sure
things were cool while Boston Bros Fred and Pete
prayed for him late one night in the Chapel. In the first
Rollins-F.T.U. boxing clash Pat and Cal cleaned up at
I-Hop. Teddie Bear keeps collecting those nickles for
those "special" nights out while the littlest skeev of all
brings them over when needed.
Hang Times past time is spent mostly in the air. Matz
agreed but he felt he got the "raw end" of the deal.
Benny stood pumped in the corner warding off the
savages. Ah! A classic year past in the wink of an eye.
As the birth of our nine new brothers (Herbie, Kevin,
Rick, Toad, Durk, Jaybar, Loops, Sco, and B. J.) came
about the light shown brighter than ever and beconed
them to the skies.
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NCM
Sitting down: Cathy Parks, Meg- Brown, Beth Lightborn, Caroline Jogerst, Debbie Hollister, Mika Nastasic, Kathy Mitchell; Standing:
Brooke Robinson, Cary Nowak, Laura McGinnis, Elizabeth Todd, Liz Connelly, Cherie Weitzner, Susu Dishman, Kitty Keresy, Sarah
Taylor, Carol Schubert, Jeanne Seiler, Nancy Norman, Diana Wright, Margie Lynn, Nancy Curry; Back row sitting: Sandy Carter, Stacy
Gross, Noel Hardwick, Marcia Murray, Amy Palmer, Cynde Clarke, Margeret Banks, Joan O'Sullivan, Jody Morrison.
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We are finally beginning to understand why we are called Non Compis Mentis.
We only wish that its English translation were not "Not of Sound Mind." We have
upheld the usual tradition of getting loaded and forgetting our duties, bombing out
in the intra murals, and spending our dues at the FBI. But who cares, we still throw
the best parties on campus.
Girl's Club, Girl's Club . . . S.T. has been seen driving down Interlachen looking
for a white porche
.
. . Joan has opted for the locals in Winter Park . . . Sarah and
Joan proved without a shadow of a doubt that they could be the littlest ones while
Carrie was going for the biggest one . . . Meat Loafed to Villa Nova for a presiden-
tial dinner, Tommy had a rash, but she Correctol-ed it later ... No Cash Notman
loosened her Tys this year and who's racing whom down the road? Is it Bug behind
the wheel? .
. . Jody and Carrie are still working on their list of the Top 40 and hope
to have it conpleted before they graduate . . . Are the demands of a Bear and a dog
to much for one NCM to handle?? . . . Hey Elisabeth, variety is supposed to be the
spice of life. Is that what's in Ohio, Virginia, Tennessee, Ft. Lauderdale, etc.? . . .
Romances really reached the Boyling point for Terri this year ... A diamond is
forever, are you enGrossed enough Sandy? ... In the Christmas spirit, Caroline
found herself under the table instead of under the mistletoe . . . Susu pooh-poohed
to D.C. to see C.C. K-I-S-S-I-N-G! ... We are avidly awaiting the return of Liz from
outer space. Ivey's may have failed, but we have scissors too . . . Debbie bellied her
way across the stage, only to find herself on the wrong end of a fondue fork . . .
Mitch discovered that puking is more fun than Austrailia . . . Anne was busy
keeping the opposite side of the campus in line . . . Cathy was wary of the new guys
on campus, she couldn't help Juanting something else . . . Hey Curray, what Dids
you find in Austrailia? . . . Katie wants to go to nursing school and we hear Harvard
has a good one . . . Laura has discovered that the walls in KA aren't as thick as she
thought . . . Cynde ran the show for Pan Hell, but she had her Miller beer to keep
her going . . . Margaret has taken up skiing and has discovered that she can have
private lessons in her own home . . . Mika, we needed your support during bas-
ketball and Softball seasons — where did HuGo? . . . Unfortunately, we did not see
much of the Bahama Mama this year. She was treasuring other things . . . Ellen
has departed from the Rollins scene in search of better and bigger things . . .
Brooke learned not to laugh last at the FBI — Could Leroy take on an Amazon? . . .
We were all impressed by the suave manner in which Diana handled her shrimp
and coctails this year. There will be no dancing on ther balcony two years in a row
. . . The members of NCM have finally analyzed our president's problem, her
inability to stay in one place, unless of course, it's Tommy's room. In all serious-
ness, we'd like to thank Carol for doing such an excellent job this year. Her
leadership, support, and unending patience, make her one of the biggest assets to
our sorority.
Congratulations to our new members. We're countingon you to pick up where we
left off — if you can find the pieces.
Goodbye and good luck to our four seniors. May there always be a Hoover in your
closet.
P.S. Morrison, where's the money???
PHI DELTA THETA
Balcony: David Steph, Chris Domijan, Bill McAlmont, Andy Eberle, Eph Helton, Mike Mehrtens, Ken Block, Chris Mueller, John Davis,
John Hanlon; First row: Jeff Spencer, Dave Weinstein, Steve Lawbacker, Simon Talbot, John Clixby, Glenn Meckles, Royal Raidle, Russ
Harris, Bob Escher, Bubs Bailey; Second row: Eric Coody, Tony Lembeck, Eddie Berger, John Atwell; Third row: Peter Powell, David
Pearson, Will Graves, Dennis Pennachio, Ricky Burgess, Alex Wilson, Lenny Rosow, Andy Leeker, Smith Benners, John Webbert, Bob
Hagnauer, Hunt Logan; Fourth row: Derek Fuchs.Jody Kielbasa, Damian Contino, Bill Helmich, John Gegenheimer, Andy Stephens.
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The brothers of Phi Delta Theta, at the corner of Holt and 42nd Street, once again
boasted of double occupancy. According to Physical Plant, double beds seem to be
at an all time high. The brothers would like to announce the formation of the
honorable order of campfire girls, who successfully kept us warm through an
unseasonably cold winter (from September to May).
While on Safari, Will Graves managed to weather the pygmy attack. According to
Dr. Samuel P., pygmies always end up paying their dues. Andy E; we found you a
spare for your blue Mercedes, after you burned rubber while laying a patch.
Walter, in confidence, remember sex and booze will cramp your style. Puck, our
million dollar baby, loves to play blocks, and our frozen Grapefruit still drinks sour
juice. Smith showed his true whopper and appeared out of the closet. Bubs, do you
still sleep with your stick? Tracing McCalmont's past, we found him with his finger
caught up in the faucet. Although Crash Stephens may lose his Hub this spring, he
will never lose his peanuts. Johnny Davis was last seen "Bailing" out his little
silver bullet at Disney World. Kenny lost his blocks in a brook, Escher became
talented hoping to move to the fourth floor, and Glenn, there's only "three things"
that we like about you, but we can't remember. Clacker lost his golf balls, but Terry
found them in the chapter closet. Emi got lost in a cave this fall and had a royal
falling out by Christmas. Meyer, with only good intentions, got tangled in
BARBWI RE. Leeks putter went astray and has now gone into hiding. Geoff, if you
wanna play golf, you gotta pay! Hunt, is it true Bert is gay? Ricky has found a nice
garage to park his car, but only three nights a week. Tommy, everyone knows there
are no C's in an H. bush. Eric tried to claw his way through a gaybar. Leonard,
congratulations, it can only get better. Laubacher, is your first name "Smith"?
Greg S., did you Channel 9 T.'s? Simon,"What's youra problem?" Mr. Hanlon, you
finally got respect: your back door is squeaking. Brad drove his MG to the Colleen-
ers and met his Fayte. One rainy night Kelvy forgot his raincoat: a new brother is
on the way. Alki I and Alki II the test twins are still hanging in together through
ups and downs. Stevie Miller has one thing to say, "Don't laugh, your daughter
may be in here." Johnny W. plays a hard game, but always comes up with a Hassell.
Although David had a crummy year, our V.P. bids Addeos to us all. As we look back
on this year reflections have shown that Eph, our president, will continue to be well
enDOWed.
To our pledges, we can only hope that you don't torpedo the ship which we've
developed for you.
PHI MU
(Top of stairs to bottom): Sue Woolaver, Suzy Hamilton, Ann Parsons, Nancy Preece, Ann Templeton, Gayle, Von Stein,
Tina Gibbons, Laurie Falk, Anne Barnes, Shelley Wilson, Aymee Torres, Kim Mulcahey, Ellen Lyons, Sue Jackson, Dawn
Laird, Sharon Ecker, Sie Smith, Barb Bodden, Alison Flesh, Joy Parker, Lynn Kalish.
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BARNEZ: Does Spring Term promise to be more royal?
ALISON: Did you smoke between courses while you were in Hong Kong?
TINA: Do you want a BA NA NA?
HUB: Will a liter a day keep Andy around until May?
JACKSON: Does Happy Hour EVER end?
JODY: Are you out of the shower yet?
SHELLEY: How do you MANage?
ALICE: Is it true "Alice Doesn't Live Here Anymore?"
SMITHLET: Has your lovelife gone to the dog?
CINDY: What's the difference between feisty and frisky?
GAYLE: Are you still SHOOTING for a new man?
WOOLEY: Is Breck really only for beautiful hair?
LAURIE: Any chance you can make a debut at Rollins next year?
ANN: Is Haydn really a bird?
PREECE: Does K2R get all the stains out?
ANNIE T.: What are you going to do with her when she gets here?
AYME'E: WHERE does all that beer go?
BARB: Do Paul's long and lanky legs fit into his pants well?
DRUANNE: Can you STOMACH the guys from P.J.'s?
SHARON: Have you learned to TREASURE PHI MU?
GWEN: Is the Phi Mu House your home away from home?
SUSIE: Do you smell something burning?
LYNN: Do good things come wrapped in towels?
DAWN: Is the Sangria better in Spain?
ELLEN: Is everything bigger in Texas?
KIM: Is it a RITUAL to follow in your big sister's footsteps?
PATTY: Will you carry on the Phi Mu tradition in Panhel?




First row: Stu Sweet, Carol McGee, Tom Wood, Sheree Crew, Richard Pyfrom, John Durkee, Tracy Reed, John Pattyson, Bernard
Benson, Sandy Smith, John Race, George Bauswine; Second row: Leslie Lloyd, Flip Crawford, Ian Forbes, Nancy Anderson, David Clark,
Barbara Lennon, Budd Grossman, Bobbie Johnson, Lee Sparkman, Chris Douglas; Third row: Lynnie Brazer, Mark Sponsler, Iris
Wittbold, Mike Godfrey, Neils Veenegard, Terry Madigan, Bruce Mills, Jack Donalds, Bryan Chace, Bo Russell, John Black, Jeff Conover,
Tim Adlefinger, Sue Minichino, John Matson, Dow Smith; Fourth row: Bill Bazley, Bill Apple Bockfolken, Andy Fox, Mark Binford,
Debbie Hill, Jeff Scott, Clegg Roberts, Don School, Andy Jones.
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Recently, the Sig Ep's held their annual Emmy Awards ceremony. The
winners in their respective categories are: Tim Adlifinger, along with co-star
"G" man, in the "Odd Couple"; George Boswine, and a cast of thousands in his
mini role of "My Mother The Mercedes"; Bernard Benson in the best foreign
film category without subtitles "Frederico Fellinis Whatever" (we never
understood any of his dialogue the entire year); "Ma" Bazley for his inebriated
role as the "Oveido Kid"; Mark Binford for his small role in the "On Top of the
Hill Gang"; J.B. as the young Perry Mason in "How To Blow your Barr Exam"
(or is it the other way around?); B.C. for the episode of Happy Days " Augie Loves
Pinkie"; Dave Clark in "Honeymooners"; Budd Crossman in his very small role
of "Chapter Room Dating"; Chris Douglass for his role in the wildlife
documentary "Boachanchristofer puts the squeeze on Mary"; John Durkee for
his minute role in "All My Bearded Guppies"; Bock Tolken for his portrayal of
the "Bucket" in the Randy Taylor story; Ian Forbes for his classic eating orgy
scene in "Mad Dog Strikes Again"; John Matson for his continuing role in "Lost
In Space"; Bruce Mills in "Sex in the Scout"; Jack Nick as the "Cynic"; Gary
Noel and Bob Metger tied in the role of the "Invisible Man"; Py in his role as the
"Captain and his Crew"; Bo Russel as the m,c. ofthe "Bong Show"; Bag Smith in
his co-starring role of "Phyllis"; Lee Sparkman in the "Extorcionist"; Mark
Sponaler in the "Cocoa Connection"; Henry Williams in the "Knights of the
Round Table"; Tommy Wood in the "Legend of Sleepy Hollow"; Bill Apple in the
"Jim Thorpe Story"; Phil Crawford in "I Married A Bitch"; John Race for his
convincing role of "Cannon Man"; John Pattyson for "Dicky Tracy and
Mumbles" Dave Finch in the "Toilet Caper"; Bob McKinnon in the "The Lost
Crew"; Jim Rice in "The Newlywed Game"; "G" Man in "Please Don't Eat the
Daisies"; Bucket Belly, Doc, Jimbo, Tooks, and friend in the "lifer Squad";
Pledges — you guys didn't quite cut the prime time ratings.
TAU KAPPA EPSILON
Brian Durland, Bob Coman, Ted Fajen, Mike Vonder Heide, Al Heinermann, Dr. Cochran, Jill Thibbetts, Jeff Morgan, Eric Schwarz,
Lucy Alvarez, Bruce Ochsman, Gary Wells, Hale Schantz, Tim Assaf, Rick Hall, Jim Hoffman, Ed Sain, Steve Emory, Ed Ramey, Paul
Zeph, Bill Morgan, Willie Sullivan, Jeff Ballard, Buddy Thayer, Manny Faria, Domingo Alvarez, Jed Stander, Dennis Varel, Kent
Arblaster, Brian Moore, Denise Duquette, Tony Tirabassi, Greg Thompson, Bob Hay, Tyler Richards.
Well so far this year has been quite productive with the '73 Pledge Class enjoying
Rollins life and preparing to enter the cold, cruel world. All but one are applying to
graduate school so they might remain professional students, ah what a life! The
other one is planning to move pianos for a living. What they have contributed Zeta
Phi will long be remembered; all of them holding offices their senior year, all
rushing like hell in fall '76 and all taking an interest in elections with their "full
vote" even though "they would not effect them." Therefore a special thanks is in
order for jed, jeff, jim, jeff, ed, brian, and ted.
Now on with the show. Jed has not has had so GREat a year this year but maybe
his Commande ring Spirit will help next year. Meanwhile, B. has been trying to live
up to his nickname all year — how did that name get started anyway? Morgan has
been keeping his "Phi Delt boys" in line this year as well as covering up any
embezzeling. Hoff took the plunge with our Sweetheart and was heard singing the
"Virgin Song" all the way to the lake. In addition, 2/3's Ramey has continued his
frollicking ways but now he does it in the TKE house and Bush. Buff inherited a
new nickname "Walrus" because he looks a lot like one when "The Glasses Are
Off." Bobbo's been peddling into Hoov's stirrups and Tylers heart while dem-
onstrating that some some business majors do study. Mingo started a "nipponese"
invasion and our American frat has not been the same since. Herbie is down-and-
out-of-here. Back at the farm, Bobby has found his Poppy of the Field this year and
she helps him with his golf strokes. Cheese has started a new contact sport among
the brothers in which everyone is vulnerable ... so that's what got elected Presi-
dent of the Vices. The pledges had a fit with Calzone when he used a Tarzan-like
escape route . . . did that tree have coconuts? Timmy helped himself to the dogs, Ed
with the pledges, and Barbara to learn about Rollins. Silky's bang-up arrest in the
beginning of the year convinced him to give up all of his vices except the "Gambling
Man's Best Friend". Al has been a quiet monk this year staying away from the girls
and perfecting the skill of removing two cases of Michelob caps per week with his
bare tooth! Gary is back with us after some personal problems — his little league
football team lost. Zephilis is by far the most active social member we have but
those short-shorts gotta go. Halehas been rowing after personal glory and Bobbo's
position . . . what is a Horshack? Greg continues to avoid "mellow" statements
despite repeated requests from fraters. Wild Bill Jr. smoked himself out of room 28
... all the way to Miami. "Fatty" has become active chasing "tuna" but he will not
admit its source . . . maybe he can't remember his notorious ride!
The '76 Pledge Class definitely showed as much interest as the '73ers. Their
victory in 8 of 11 offices should be an indication of their desire to get involved. Steve
gets the award for the TKE jersey with the crudest nickname. Hey Ox, you've had a
Phi-nominal year at dating — does that come with being a mascot? Woppy got the
wet "wop" this year and he claims his little brother will get the same next year.
Eric has been busy irrigating his face to keep his "growth" growing and to impress
the ladies ... he needs something! The only "Sain" member of the pledge class
stays that way by watching area movies more times than anyone else. Uncle Billy
has tried everyone's patience as well as many girls' reputations. G.T.W. has at-
tempted to follow in his father's footsteps despite remaining " Misty-eyed". Vonder
plans to "air-drop" supplies from Chicago for this spring's RC Weekend. Greg has
been daydreaming of a way to move into the TKE House. Kent foamed at the mouth
when he "rolled out the barrels" . . . what no experience with kegs from Wool-
worth's? Manny claims to have been born with a basketball in his hands which is
consistent with his heritage, but then TKE is an "international" fraternity. Rick




Kneeling:: John Seavy, Jeff Edgar, Charlie Lieber, Nissim Astrouk, Richard Warren, Craig Van Sant, Hugo Sonnenschein, Ted Christie,
Sammy Haynes; Standing: Todd Forline, John Gilbert, Freddy Carangelo, Paul Twomey, Jim McGann, Steve Reydel, Bob Reich, Jimmy
Bardwil, Ken Scott, Tate Anthony, Geoff Berger, Phil Wertz, Bob Benjamin, Dave Freygang, Rick White, Randy Carson, Chuck DeSalvo,
Ted Gilbreth, Bob Walker, Sharda Mehta, Brian Lawlor, Peter Samaha, Ed Fitzgerald, Gordon Hall, Jeff Stem, Dick Schmitt; Under
balcony: John Ross, Jim O'Donnell, Phil Lutz; On balcony: Paul Schmitt, Tom Kuntz, Bob Ourisman, Bill Breda.
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And so as another year comes to a close, we may call to mind some of the
momentous events which makes us the infamous "Club".
"Stain" had a keg thrown against his door, and due to circumstances beyond
anyones control, he's been ragging ever since. Gilbreth bought a new Volvo and
ventured the treacherous "Dirt Road". Nissom thinks he should find himself a cat.
Ask Kuntz what time "All My Children" and "Love of Life" are on (PrimoPW) B. O.
used to have a live in maid; now he's got a fine collection of photos and a half made
bed. During' that cold snap Tate took care of the " Red Bush" (its chilly in Philly) and
what ever happened to the "Bahama Mamma" and "Steady Nettie" Bubbles,
Junior signed up for Family Planning- and advanced giggling after "strup'n
Johney" And speaking of Johney — unusual noises were heard one night after
disembarking from the FBI. Todd got tangled in Thalia's web! Wa — hoo — The two
gay huskies belong to "Sunshine". Schmitty's out drinking champagne with Love,
wonder why? "New Guy" lost "Disco Duck-Stien" as a bed-warmer after coming
back from Spain. Poor Dale and Chuck. "Hit some volleyballs Wertz?" "I've known
him for . . . uh . . . well, 20 years I guess " — Dicky Schmitt, O. D. had a little better
millage second semester. Sleazy Seavey hasn't contracted anything serious, yet!
Berger, there's still room for the Austrailia trip — first semester, second semester,
the year after that — . Bruce you want to catch a buzz. Eric, you want to catch a
buzz. The "Psycos" are back, what we have done without them. "Fitz" gets bit by
the Mad Dog and sleeps on the bathroom floor. Benjamin, still think you're number
one. Richard is still in Act one. Charlie: "I'd just like to reiterate what Gordon said
"Yes Sammy can Drink! Now who said Gordon Hall was hyper?" Van Sant has been
adopted by some nice folks in Eatonbille. To the Crummer boys — Lick, Scott,
Teddy, and Leroy: make a million don't forget the Club. Last but not least, we wish
"Good Luck" to our departing Seniors — Gross, you'll need it! "Frybrains". Bobby
Reich, ski your buns off! To an honorary Life Member of the X Club (mimimal dues)
Freddy Crangelo (all of us will be watching Sharda — in turns) And to our spec-
tacular President, to whom we owe our house for, William Breda. To muzzlers that














The Tomokan staff along with the rest of
the student body of Rollins College would
like to extend our graditude to Coach Ed
Jucker for his outstanding leadership and
fine performance as Head Coach of the




(row 1) Coach Ed Jucker, Bob Klusman, Tim Mahoney, Brian Campbell, Jay Colling, Steve Jucker, Steve Campbell, Mark Fredinger. (row




(front) Eric Coody, Steve Larson, Enrico Sessarego, Eddie Berger, Billy McCalmont, John Webbert, Chris Domijan, Mike Fogle, Tommy
Meyer, Johnny Byrne, (back) Emmet Mueller, Andy Leeker, Marty Wiman, Tom Behr, John Clixby, Mark Nicole, Dale Smith, Eddie




(left to right) Drew DeVan, Laurence Been, Scott Cooke, Hunt Logan, Mike Nicolette, Mike Davino, Mike
Masterson.
CHEERLEADERS
(front) Wendy Zumft, Susan Harmon, Karen Nissen, Sue Kelley. (back) Leslie Braun, Laurie Kennedy, Christie Thomas, Kim Broxton,
Abby Rasnow.
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
(front) Ginny Guyton, Laurie Lay, Bonnie Nash, (back) Miss Jar nigan, Jackie Misho, Michele Orions, Lorie Lee
Carlman, Kent "K. Q." Walton, Tina Howard, Sandy Eskenazi.
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(front) Miss Mack, Lynn Welch, Mary Hienz, Gail Bialostok, Ann Mooney. (back) Anne D'Adesky, Judy
Jucker, Sandy Eskenazi, Tina Howard, Cissy Yount, Jackie Misho, Sue Price.
WATERSKI TEAM
Bottom row: Dave Freygang, Sue Douglas, Susie Johnson,
Mary King, Paul Luppinacci, Barb Wilkins, Jeff Edgar, Julia
Coyle, Mike Mehrtens, Kelly Peters, Jean Corsan; Top row:








(front) Craig Utles, Norm Copeland, Tony Lembeck. (back) Lee Ramsdale, Ed Lake, Chuck
DeSalvo, Mike Sahlman, Stan Aranda, Rob Bradley, Bucky Copeland.
WOMEN'S TENNIS




Bottom row: Mike "Spag" Spagnola, team manager; Todd Munson, Dave Babcock, Ricky Page, Woody Keys, Bruce "Mac"
McAlister, Jeff Barnhill, John Brickley, Don Kiwor; Second row: Rusty Piggott, Fred Caffrey, Berry Dunlap, Paul "Chuckles"
Uher, Danny Flynn, Mike Johnson, Charlie Cacciabeve, Clark Murray, John "Chew" Ralton, Blake Lorenz; Third row: Bill





















(front) Mike Coolbroth Photographer
Bill McCalmont Head Photographer
Holly Griffith Photographer







Missing from picture: Lori Carlman, typist; Meg Bowermaster,
Secretary; Sue Stickney, Assistant
Editor.
Special thanks to Terrie Thompson.

Sheila L. Abbott. 1547 Illinois Rd.,
Clearwater, Fl. 33516
Maury C. Abraham. 5701 26th St.
NW, Washington, D.C. 20015
Lawrence B. Abramson. 73 Fairfield
Rd., Clifton, N.J. 07013
Kathleen K. Adams. 828 Orienta
Ave., Altamonte Springs, Fl. 32701
Rodney C. Adkins. 1319 NW 38th St.,
Miami, Fl. 33142
Timothy V. Adlfinger. White Pine
Dr., Brookfield, Ct. 06805
Jim Aebli. 2408 Forshire Dr., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Anne D. Alcorn. 406 Tampa Dr.,
Victoria, Tx. 77901
Elizabeth S. Allen. 3545 Edgewood
Circle, Cleveland, Tn. 37311
Gloria A. Allen. 1060 NW 25th Ave.,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33311
Kim E. Allen. 3 Washburn Dr.,
Simsbury, Ct. 06070
Daniel J. Alterisio. 2 Pleasant St.,
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Domingo G. Alvarez. 6143 Picker-
ing Ct., Orlando, Fl. 32808
Lucia M. Alvarez. 6143 Pickering Ct.,
Orlando, Fl. 32808
Michael J. Ambrose. 9339 Little
Mount., Mentor, Oh. 44060
Anthony A. Amrhein. Floral Lane,
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Brett D. Anderson. 1109 E. 9th Place,
Cushing, Ok. 74023
Cynthia B. Anderson. 6406 NW 28th
St., Margate, Fl. 33063
Mary E. Anderson. 240 Oxford Rd.
Apt. 12H, Fern Park, Fl. 32703
Richard V. Anderson. 834 SE 11th
St., Gainesville, Fl. 32601
Tate R. Anthony. 422 W. Moreland
Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19118
Richard G. Antinucci. Via Cassia
1951, Rome, Italy
Steven D. Antinucci. Via Cassia
1951, Rome, Italy
William M. Apple. 502 E. Cavenaugh
St., Wallace, N.C. 28466
Jeffrey E. Appelbaum. 8 Velvet
Ridge Dr., Owings Mills, Md. 21117
Stan P. Aranda. 608 N. Semoran
Blvd., Apt. 6, Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Robert K. Arblaster. 2135 Chippewa
Trail, Maitland, Fl. 32751
Cecilia P. Armstrong. 1111 Meville
St., Vancouver BC, Canada
Lynn A. Arneson. 615 Castano, San
Antonio, Tx. 78209
David G. Arnold. 399 Park Ave., New
York, N.Y. 10022
Mark E. Arnold. 10401 Lake Shore
Blvd., Bratenahl, Oh. 44108
Peter Arnold Jr. Middlesex School
Lowell, Concord, Ma. 01742
Lynn R. Arnold. 3511 Veradale Ave.,
Orlando, Fl. 32806
Geoffrey Arthur. 1240 N. Lake
Sybellia, Maitland, Fl. 32751
Jennifer A. Artopoeus. 1560 Glencoe
Rd., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Timothy Assif. 3140 NW 107 Ave.,
Coral Springs, Fl. 33065
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St., Tel Aviv, Israel
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Orlando, Fl. 32806
Deborah Barksdale. 3921 Corona-
tion Ct., Orlando, Fl. 32806
Sarah A. Barley. 402 Buckingham
Rd., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15215
Jeffrey A. Barnhill. 8 Ashford St.,
Newton, N.J. 07860
Anne F. Barnes. 9601 Wadsworth
Dr., Bethesda, Me. 20034
Meredith Barnes. 56 Summer St.,
Taunton, Ma. 02780
Darrell T. Barnette. 7400 Judd Wav.
Orlando, Fl. 32807
Jason B. Barnhardt. P.O. Box 2055,
Hickory, N.C. 28601
Jeanne W. Barr. 1130 Keystone Ave.,
River Forest, II. 60305
Kathleen M. Barrett. 8090 N. Beach
Dr., Milwaukee, Wi. 53217
Barbara J. Bartels. 6 Exmoor, St.
Louis, Mo. 63124
Gillian M. Barth. 4 Indian Harbour
Dr., Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Lynne A. Bartlett. 842 Wynnewood
Rd., Camp Hill, Pa. 17011
Susan A. Bartlit. 1225 Braeburn,
Flossmoor, II. 60422
David L. Bass. 2838 Tech Dr., Or-
lando, Fl. 32807
William M. Bateman. 3838 Washing-
ton Sq., Louisville, Ky. 40207
Henry J. Battagliola. 10125 44 Ave.
S., Lake Worth, Fl. 33460
Randall Baughman. 4195 Car-
riagelite Dr., Cincinnati, Oh. 45241
George W. Bausewine, 7305 Graves
Rd., Cincinnati, Oh. 45243
Patricia H. Baxter. 404 S. Pecan St.,
Dermott, Ar. 71638
Robert L. Bayley, 27 Hereford St.,
Boston, Ma. 02115
Ellen S. Baylies. 30 Winsor Way,
Weston, Ma. 02193
William J. Bazley Jr. 789 Mapledale
Rd., Orange, Ct. 06477
Deborah A. Beard. 11 Oldchester
Rd.. Essex Falls, N.J. 07021
Bruce F. Beaty. Rua Barao De
Capanema, Sao Paulo, Brasil
Thomas R. Beaudet. 6304 41 Ave. N.,
St. Petersburg, Fl. 33709
Nancy B. Becotte. 500 Surf Rd.,
Ocean City, N.J. 08226
Beth A. Beegle. 606 Berkshire Dr.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15215
Kirsten E. Beech. 475 NW 9th Ave.,
Boca Raton, Fl. 33432
Stephanie A. Beech. 475 NW 9th
Ave., Boca Raton, Fl. 33432
Laurence A. Been. 2 Nordau St.,
Herzliab, Israel
Thomas J. Behr. 415 Seville Ave.
Altamonte Springs, Fl. 32701
Robert E. Benjamin. Rd. 6 Thatch
ers Hill, Flemington, N.J. 08822
Smith N. Benners. 9039 Devonshire
Dallas, Tx. 75209
Barbara Bennett. 3 Brambletye Ln..
Old Field, Setauket, N.Y. 11733
Bradley J. Benson. 44 Greenhill Rd..
Westwood, Ma. 02090
Bernard Benson. 15 Lenmore Dr
Old Beth Page, N.Y. 11804
Geoffrey L. Berger. 825 Parkes Run
Ln., Villanova, Pa. 19085
Edward A. Berger. 1010 Piper Rd.,
Wilmington, De. 19803
Allen J. Bernardo. Felicity Hall,
Long Bay Ln., Somerset, Bermuda'
Thomas D. Berry IV. 5503 Sardinia
St., Coral Gables, Fl. 33146
Marc B. Bertholet. 8 Rhode Island
Ave., Providence, R.I. 02906
Sybil W. Best. P.O. Box 96, Sanford
Fl. 32771
Philip R. Bethell. P.O. Box 6234,
Nassau, Bahamas
Roberta L. Betteker. 836 Anchorage
Dr., N. Palm Beach, Fl. 33408
Jeanmarie Betz. 828 Pease Ln., West
Islip, N.Y. 11795
Gail E. Bialostok. 759 Wilson Ct.. N.
Woodmere, N.Y. 11581
Clay M. Biddinger. 290 Berryhill Rd
Syosset, N.Y. 11791
James T. Biesanz. Pleasant Valley
Rt. 3, Winona, Mn. 55987
Mark N. Binford. 1319 Oak Hill Ave.,
Hagerstown, Md. 21740
Judith Bissell. 4730 Vallacher Ave.,
Minneapolis, Mn. 55416
John F. Black. 5908 Walhonding Rd.,
Bethesda, Md. 20016
James M. Blalock. 148 Brackett Rd.,
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801
Jose R. Blanco. 1766 Andromedi St.,
St. Venus Gardens, Sio Piedras, P.R.
Chris S. Blazak. 114 Marcy Blvd.,
Longwood, Fl. 32750
Karen M. Bleckner. 540 West
Tropical, Plantation, Fl. 33314
Kenneth J. Block. Windsor Gate,
Great Neck, N.Y. 11020
Hilary Blyth. 65 Chestnut Ave.,
Larchmont, N.Y. 10538
Barbara C. Bodden. 8B Hatton
House 15 Kotewall Rd., Hong Kong
Debbie E. Bogatin. 7653 Edgewater
Dr., Lake Clarke Shores, Fl. 33406
Mark A. Bolton. 86 A Riddle Hill Rd.,
Falmouth, Ma. 02540
Ellen A. Bonura. 3081 NE 40 Ct., Ft.
Lauderdale, Fl. 33308
Scott W. Boone. 717 Boulevard,
Westfield, N.J. 07090
Kurt R. Borglum. 2507 Osage Trail,
Fern Park, Fl. 32730
Gaye Bounty. 79 Butternut Ln.,
Stamford, Ct. 06903
Kimberly P. Broxton. 1007 LaSalle
St., Tampa, Fl. 33607
Stephanie R. Bruns. 501 Barton Ln.,
Wayne, Pa. 19087
Roderick M. Brush Jr. 625 Hollow
Tree Ridge, Darien, Ct. 06820
Mary A. Bryant. 900 Palmetto Ave.,
Sanford, Fl. 32771
Christopher S. Campbell. 34 Pearsoll
Ave. Apt. 3H, Glen Cove, N.Y. 11542
Steve Campbell. 287 St. Cloud Ave.,
W. Orange, N.J. 07052
Thomas B. Campbell. Rt. 2 Box 745,
Maitland, Fl. 32751
Charles A. Candon. 8028 Rhea Circle,
Orlando, Fl. 32807
Amy E. Cannon. 220 Brookside Rd.,
Darien, Ct. 06820
Thomas M. Capalbo. 18 Stuart St.,
Westerly, R.I. 02891
Susan R. Capps. 7921 El Monte,
Prarie VilL, Ks. 66208
Wedny L. Caprioli. 722 Gilbert Rd.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Ferdinand A. Carangelo Jr. 382 N.
St., Boston, Ma. 02113
Daniel J. Carelia. 13 Fern Ave.,
Chatham, N.J. 07928
Julie S. Carey. 1458 New Scotland
Rd., Slingerlands, N.Y. 12159
Karen E. Carow. 827 Mayfair Circle,
Orlando, Fl. 32803
Thomas M. Carey. 292 Spring Line
Dr., Naples, Fl. 33940
Suzanne A. Carlie. 1026 Cunraven
Dr., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Lori L. Carlman. 23 Neptune St.,
Beverly, Ma. 01915
Denise R. Carlson. 4436 Cranston PL,
Orlando, Fl. 32806
Marjorie A. Carr. 666 Anchor Rode
Dr., Naples, Fl. 33940
Mary L. Carrington. Post House Rd.,
Morristown, N.J. 07960
Dora M. Carrion. 100 South Warvier
Ln., Sarasota, Fl. 33577
Denise S. Carroll. 1817 Bimini Dr.,
Orlando, Fl. 32806
Ralph A. Carson. 8 Jane St., New
York, N.Y. 10014
Cassandra M. Carter. 8930 Glen-
brook Rd., Fairfax, Va. 22030
Jenny L. Carter. 1124 N. Lakeshore
Dr., Sarasota, Fl. 33579
Spencer Cash Jr. 227 Riverside Dr.,
Morganton, N.C. 28655
Catherine L. Casselberry. P.O. Box
355, Casselberry, Fl. 32707
Jack H. Castle. 291 Pine Hollow Ln.,
Houston, Tx. 77027
Lisa G. Castle. 291 Pine Hollow Ln.,
Houston, Tx. 77027
Cindy L. Cather. 17 Thayer Pond
Rd., New Canaan, Ct. 06840
Graydon K. Cayce. 118 N. Comstock
Ave., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Bryan A. Chace. 2516 Shades Crest
Rd., Birmingham, Al. 35216
Scott L. Chaffee. P.O. Box 869,
Longwood, Fl. 32750
Lydia A. Chandler. 78 Clark St.,
Hartford. Ct. 06120
Linda M. Chiodo. 306 Whitemarsh
Valley Rd., Ft. Washington, Pa.
19034
Ted P. Christy. 104 Alden Ave.,
Marietta, Oh. 45750
Paul G. Cisco. 12-15 36th Ave., Long
Island City, N.Y. 11106
Bradley S. Clark. 423 Ocean Ave.,
Marblehead, Ma. 01945
Clyde E. Clark. 7720 N. Shore Dr.,
Jacksonville, Fl. 32208
David Clark. 2167 Hycroft Circle,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15241
Priscilla M. Clark. 155 Huntington
Bay Rd., Huntington, N.Y. 11743
Cynthia A. Clarke. 39 Shadow Lane,
New Canann, Ct. 06840
John J. Clixby. c/o Mr. G. M. Hen-
derson 35th Floor, 525 William Penn
PI., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219
Gumi Co. 12 Hibiscus Dr. Rt. 2,
Maitland, Fl. 32751
Kimberely Cobb. 5619 Brandon Way
Ct., Indianapolis, In. 46226
Susan L. Coffin. South St. Lands
End, Rockport, Ma. 01966
Jack D. Cole. 172 East Towne Place,
Titusville, Fl. 32780
Nancy Coleman. 163 Pearl St.,
Gardner, Ma. 01440
Scott A. Coleman. 3 LaSalle Ave.,
Rye, N.Y. 10580
Victoria L. Coleman. 173 Pinewoods
Ave., Troy, N.Y. 12180
Jay S. Colling. 1827 Venetian Way,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Karen M. Collins. Rd. 2, Canisteo,
N.Y. 14823
Claudio Colmignoli. 1951 Via Cassia
00123, Rome, Italy
Trudy A. Colombine. 2431 NE 45th
St., Lighthouse Point, Fl. 33064
Richard D. Colvin. 2751 Bower Rd.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Robert Coman. 8 Half Penny Lane,
Old Saybrook, Ct. 06475
Titian Compton. Rt. 3 Box 970,
Merritt Island, Fl. 32952
George R. Cone. 626 N. Semoran Ln.,
Orlando, Fl. 32807
Robert L. Conlen Jr. 928 Longview
Rd., King of Prussia, Pa. 19406
Cindy L. Connery. Rt. 1 Box 82,
Cottondale, Fl. 32431
Elizabeth K. Connelly. 7 Emerson
Rd., Brookville, N.Y. 11545
Gregory P. Connolly. 18 Union St.,
Manchester, Ma. 01944
Suzanne Connolly. 2821 NW 106th
Ave., Coral Springs, Fl. 33065
Jeffrey R. Conover. 10 Tower Place,
Lawrenceville, N.J. 08648
Lisa J. Contant. Apt. 231, 1555 Tar-
pon Center Rd., Venice, Fl. 33595
Damian G. Contino. 906 Campbell
Ln., Wyndmoor, Pa. 19118
Paul K. Bouldin. 1180 Woodmere Dr.,
Winter Park, Fl., 32789
Ivadel R. Bowerman. 435 Verbena
Ct. Apt. B, Orlando, Fl. 32807
Meg A. Bowermaster. 131 Forest
Park Rd., Ottawa, II. 61350
Linda J. Bowes. 815 Windsor Rd.,
Glenview, II. 60025
Janet L. Bowers. 6315 Lenneal
Beach Dr., Orlando, Fl. 32810
Maribeth Bowers. 1206 Country
Club Rd., Wilmington, N.C. 28401
Cary L. Boyd. 494 Warm Springs Dr.,
Fairborn, Oh. 45324
Ann E. Boyle. 9834 Old Warson Rd.,
St. Louis, Mo. 63124
Robert L. Bradley Jr. 2157 Pine
Valley, Houston, Tx/ 77019
Barbara A. Brady. 3704 Claridge
Rd., Mobile, Al. 36608
Garth T. Brahaney. 27 Field Point
Dr., Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Mark R. Bramblett. 6118 Chipola
Cir., Orlando, Fl. 32809
Susan Branton. 6373 Pecos Ct.,
Orlando, Fl. 32807
Leslie M. Braun. 8580 Buffalo Ridge,
Cleves, Oh. 45002
Lynn S. Brazer. 33 Woodland Rd.,
New Canaan, Ct. 06840
William Breda Jr. Clark Hill Rd.,
East Hampton, Ct. 06424
Timothy W. Brennan. 651 West St.,
Southington, Ct. 06489
Debra G. Brent. 4407 Lake Lawne
Ave., Orlando, Fl. 32808
Byron L. Bressler. 7925 Buck-
ingham Rd., Cincinnati, Oh. 45243
John S. Brickley. 81 Laurel St.,
Melrose, Ma. 02176
Albert J. Brodie. Rt. 1 Box 673,
Longwood, Fl. 32750
Leslie A. Brodt. 61 Mulberry St. P.O.
Box 1268, Cocoa, Fl. 32922
Diane E. Bronstein. 4436 Chic-
kasawn Rd., Memphis, Tn. 38117
Denise Brookins. 3313 Percival Ave.,
Miami, Fl. 33133
Bonne Brooks. Rt. 6 Box 87,
Somerset, Pa. 15501
Rosemary Broome. 817 Goddard
Ave., Orlando, Fl. 32804
Elizabeth J. Brown. 4909 Figwood
Ln., Orlando, Fl. 32808
Margaret A. Brown. 6 Devon Rd.,
Larchmont, N.Y. 10538
Charles A. Bryz Gornia. 107 S. Suf-
folk Ave., Ventnor, N.J. 08406
Janice L. Buckey. 3574 Ridgewood
Rd., Toledo, Oh. 43606
Alejandro R. Budejen. P.O. Box
Caroline Station, Carolina, P.R.
00630
Michael G. Burack. P.O. Box 3466,
Vero Beach, Fl. 32960
Elizabeth A. Burchill. 901 S. Orleans
Ave., Tampa, Fl. 33606
Rick J. Burgess. 2571 Del Lago Dr.,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33316
Druane A. Burgujian. 781 NE 37th
St., Boca Raton, Fl. 33431
Donna L. Burke. 530 Oxalis Ave.,
Orlando, Fl. 32807
Lynn L. Burnstein. 215 Chestnut
Ave., Narberth, Pa. 19012
Robert B. Burrell. Connors Rd., Cen-
terville, Ma. 02632
Rebecca A. Bushko. 2161 Ramsey
Rd., Monroeville, Pa. 15146
Karen E. Butler. 2620 Lake Sunset
Dr., Orlando, Fl. 32805
John C. Byrne. 8 Dollymont Grove,
Clontart Dublin 3, Republic of Ire-
land
Mary Alice Byrnes. 1020 Pinetree
Dr., Apt. 1, Indian Harbor Beach, Fl.
32937
C
Manuel Cachan. 4701 Almark Dr.,
Orlando, Fl. 32809
Charles Cacciabeve. 218 Horizon Dr.,
Boonton, N.J. 07005
Frederick J. Caffrey. 20 Cudworth
Rd., Scituate, Ma. 02066
Lawrence S. Cahall. 304 Crestwood
Ln., Largo, Fl. 33540
Jeremy C. Caldwell. P.O. Box 116,
Burgess, Va. 22432
Mary E. Caldwell. 24 Cooney Terr.,
Fair Haven, N.J. 07701
Janis D. Calhoun. 4339 Prince Hall
Blvd., Orlando, Fl. 32805
Jeanne A. Callaway. 1120 E. Nawada
St., Appleton, Wi. 54911
Paul S. Callaway. 1.120 E. Nawada
St., Appleton, Wi. 54911
Robert Calve. 2520 Post Rd., Darien,
Ct. 06820
Karen V. Camelo. 9503 NW 38th St.,
Coral Springs, Fl. 33065
Brian S. Campbell. 3600 Orion Rd.,
Lake Orion, Mi. 48035
Eric C. Coody. IB St. Peters Way,
Chorley Wood, Herts, England
Thomas R. Cook. 10 Brookside Rd.,
Wallingford, Pa. 19086
Elizabeth M. Cooke. 6 Burcmyer Dr.,
Beuford, S.C. 29902
;t W. Cooke. 140 Beachwood Dr.,
arwick, R.I. 02818
Michael J. Coolbroth. 150 Riviera
Dr., Riviera Beach, Fl. 33444
Cynthia L. Cooper. 1723 Cleveland
Ave., Wyomissing, Pa. 19610
Alan N. Copeland. Rt. 2 Box 486 A,
Maitland, Fl. 32751
Denise Coppenhaver. 2916 Am-
bergate Rd., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Ann T. Corcoran. Marson St.,
Palmer, Ma. 01069
Stanley J. Cording. P.O. Box 1574,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Russell B. Corkhum. 9 Apple Tree
Ln., Barrington, R.I. 02806
Elizabeth H. Corson. 3 Woodbine
Terr., Sparta, N.J. 07871
McKelvy Costin. Middleberg, Va.
22115
Marjorie C. Couch. 14148 Josephine
Rd., Largo, Fl. 33540
Michael G. Coughlin. 14 Fayette St.,
Arlington, Ma. 02174
Ernest T. Courtney. Rt. 4 Royster
Rd., Lexington, Ky. 40505
Lawrence F. Courtney. 231 S. Stone
St., Deland, Fl. 32720
Julia A. Coyle. 1542 Bedford Rd.,
Charleston, W.Va. 25314
Cathleen H. Cramer. 2109 Tuscarora
Trail, Maitland, Fl. 32751
Douglas M. Crandall. 5408 Kenmore
Ln., Orlando, Fl. 32809
Mary T. Crandall. 656 Shadowlawn
Rd., Westfield, N.J. 07079
Dana Craster. 1300 Lake Knowles
Cir., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Philip K. Crawford. Piping Rock Rd.,
Locust Valley, N.Y. 11560
Victor T. Crawford. 718 Revere St.,
Daytona Beach, Fl. 32014
Sheree L. Crew. 3800 Hastings Dr.,
Richmond, Va. 23235
Pat J. Crispi. 5 Tall Oak Lane, New
City, N.Y. 10956
Paul R. Croft. 20389 Lakeshore Rd.,
Baie Durfe, Quebec, Canada
Stephenie P. Crooks. 5295 Jessamine
Lane, Orlando, Fla. 32809
hylis B. Crosby. 67 Bowman Dr.,
h, Ct. 06830
. Cross. 59 Valley Rd.,
ronxville, N.Y. 10708
Beth E. Cross. 5202 Cypress Creek
r., Orlando, Fl. 32805
Budd Crossman. 15 Willowmere
Circle, Riverside, Ct. 06878
Patrick C. Crowell. 107 Greenleaf
Lane, Altamonte Springs, Fl. 32701
Kevin Crowley. 33 Colby Rd., Wel-
lesley. Ma. 02181
Victor V. Crumity. 2240 5th St. NE,
Winter Haven, Fl. 33880
Errol Cunningham. P.O. Box 38,
Prospect Cadet Tr Center, Ocho
Rios, Jamaica WI
Maria Curran. 725 Middle River Dr.,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33304
Lisa Currie. 17 High St., Cheimsford,
Ma. 01824
Nancy J. Curry. 79 Gordon Drive,
Easton, Pa. 18042
Deborah A. Curtis. 633 S. Robert St.,
Apt. 102, St. Paul, Mn. 55107
.
Elizabeth Curtis. 525 Greenwood
Ave., Lake Forest, II. 60045
Lesley J. Custer. 13 Split Rock Rd.,
Upper Saddle River, N.J. 07458
D
Anne C. Dadesky. 261 Oak Dr.,
Ormond Beach, FL 32074
Barbara H. Dale. 305 Orangewood
Ln., Largo, Fl. 33540
Heidi C. Daniel. 2680 Chain Bridge
Road, Washington D.C. 20016
Kathleen Daniel. 2680 Chain Bridge
Road, Washington D.C. 20016
Robert B. Daniel. 712 Faircastle
Ave., Saverna Park, MD. 21146
Boyd Darling. 3040 Aloma Ave. B-9,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Elizabeth A. Dautrich. 110 Sunset
Lane, Haverford, Pa. 19041
Michael A. Daubner. 110 Minnehaha
Circle, Maitland, Fl. 32751
Bernard A. Davey III. 1340 Picardy
PI., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Deidre A. David. 791 Middle River
Dr., Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33304
Michael T. Davino. 63 Walnut Ave.,
Red Bank, N.J. 07701
Dundee E. Davis. 10102 Leisure Ln.,
Jacksonville, Fl. 32216
Edward J. Davis. 32 Crabtree Lane,
Tenafly, N.J. 07670
John G. Davis. 3600 Cardiff Road,
Chevy Chase, Md. 20015
Michael Davis. 2533 Anniston Rd.,
Jacksonville, Fl. 32216
Robert B. Davis. 250 Lake Destiny
Terr., Maitland, Fl. 32751
Donald D. Deangelo. 149 W. 30th St.,
Bayonne, N.J. 07002
Susan H. Delanoy. 1907 Village Ln.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Eugenio Delmonte. 1929 Poinsetta
Ln., Maitland, Fl. 32751
Jean M. Demchock. 101 Shepherd
Trail, Longwood, Fl. 32750
Karen B. Denicola. 2801 Abbev Rd.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Margaret J. Denning. 3325 Rock
Creek Way, Oklahoma City, Ok.
73120
Catherine A. Depasquale. 2350
Betsy Dr., Jacksonville, Fl. 32210
Gregory Derderian. 921 Gillis Ct.,
Maitland, Fl. 32751
Gerard Deroche. Apt. 605, 3750 Gait
Ocean Dr., Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33308
Herbert C. Derlath. 9419 Hollis Ct.
Blvd., New York, N.Y. 11428
Don D. Derry. 2608 Chinook Terr.,
Maitland, Fl. 32751
Charles T. DeSalvo. 60 Chestnut St.,
Lynnfield, Ma. 01940
Leo W. Desmond. 46 Plymouth Rd.,
Glen Rock, N.J. 07452
T. Drew Devan. 5 Fox Hill Ct., Perry
Hall, Md. 21228
Jane V. Devine. 10087 Springwood
Dr., St. Louis, Mo. 63124
Jack J. Devos. 2944 Bower Rd.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
James DI Carlo Jr. 18 Alcolade Dr.
Shirley, N.Y. 11967
Warren E. Dickson Jr. 1355 Devon
Rd., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Elizabeth Diggans. P.O. Box 1, De-
lray Beach, Fl. 33444
Anthony E. Diresta. 128 Foxcroft
Apts., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Edward Dirnfeld. Chateau Perigord
II, Monte Carlo, Monaco
Susan C. Dishman. 7604 WolfPen Br.
Rd., Prospect, Ky. 40059
Amy J. Dis mukes. 725 Anastasia
Ave., Coral Gables, Fl. 33134
Vicki Distefano. 1300 E. Tulane,
Altamonte Springs, Fl. 32701
Craig R. Dittrich. 15 McGinnis Rd.,
Edison, N.J. 08817
James J. DodderiSge. Myrtle Hall
Farm, Bluemont, Va. 20012
Shannon L. Doler. Box 222, La Mesa
N.M. 88044
Christopher C. Domijan. 7200
Stafford Ct., St. Louis, Mo. 63123
John H. Donald. P.O. Box 44, Nassau,
Bahamas
Charles Donnelson. 2106 Oakridge
Rd., Orlando, Fl. 32809
Nancy Donohue. 39 Waverly St.,
Glen Head, N.Y. 11545
James E. Dotson. 509 NW 19th St.,
Miami, Fl. 33136
Myra Ann S. Doudney. 107 Juniper
Ln., The Springs, Longwood, Fl.
32750
Christopher Douglas. 4842 River
Basin Dr., Jacksonville, Fl. 32207
Susan D. Douglas. 3306 Grenway
Rd., Shaker Heights, Oh. 44122
William C, Douglas III. 7365 Point of
Rocks Rd., Sarasota, Fl. 33581
Linda J. Dow. 900 N. Lake Shore Dr.,
Chicago, II. 60611
Brett C. Doyle. 121 Old Post Road,
Rye, N.Y. 10580
Dirck V. Duflow. Quinta Avenida
Sur No Antigua, Guatemala, Central
Amer.
Parker W. Dulany. 1508 Summer
Winds, Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Berry S. Dunlap. 927 3Rd St. S.E.,
Hickory, N.C. 28601
Timothy A. Dunlap. 3718 Car-
rollbrook Rd., Tampa, Fl. 33618
John F. Durkee. 6811 Buttermere
Ln., Bethesda, Md. 20034
Thomas V. Durkee. 416 Jasmine
Way, Clearwater, Fl. 33516
Brian D. Durland. Rt. 1 Box 11,
Campbell Hall, N.Y. 10916
Dorothy V. Dyess. 1106 Estelle Ct.,
Niles, Oh. 44446
E
Gordon R. Eadon. 90 Castillian Ct.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
William W. Eames. 513 Sugartown
Rd., Devon, Pa. 19333
David B. Earhart. 517 Falmouth
Ave.,, Meritt Island, Fl. 32952
Andy W. Eberle. 6217 Waterman, St.
Louis, Mo. 63130
Sharon R. Ecker. 1451 Jefferson St.,
Hollywood, Fl. 33020
Elizabeth Edgar. 88 Pine St., New
York, N.Y. 10005
Jeffrey D. Edgar. 139 Sheridan Terr.,
Ridgewood, N.J. 07450
Bert Egan. 2619 Lafayette Ave.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Ann C. Eickhof. Edgewood,
Crookston, Mn. 56716
Mary V. Eiseman. 1012 Hamilton
Ave., Latrove, Pa. 15650
Marcy L. Elkin. 29 Almroth Dr.,
Wayne, N.J. 07470
Stephen A. Emery Jr. 2917 Am-
bergate Rd., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Gail C. Erskine. 824 Loudan Lane,
Newton Square, Pa. 19073
Robert A. Escher. 375 Hillside Ave.,
Demarest, N.J. 07627
Sandra A. Eskenazi. 300 Willow
Spgs. Rd., Indianapolis, In. 46240
**** F
Mary Jane Fadem. 500 Linson Ct.,
Orlando, Fl. 32809
James F. Fagan. 114 Brookside
Blvd., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15241
Marion Fague. 418 Raehn St.,
Orlando, Fl. 32806
Theodore E. Fajen III. 4777
Blueberry Rd., Fredonia, Wi. 53021
Martha S. Falconer. 11307 Oak
Landings Dr., Jacksonville, Fl. 32225
Kimberly A. Fleishman. 10901
Bennington Dr., Upper Marlboro,
Md. 20870
Mindy C. Fleischman. P.O. Box 1200,
Sag Harbor, N.Y. 11963
Ivan Fleishman. Rt. 1 Journeys End
Rd., New Canaan, Ct. 06840
Allison S. Flesh. 60 Orchard Ln.,
Piqua, Oh. 45356
Joanne M. Fletcher. 2250 N. Semo-
ran Blvd. Apt. 428, Orlando, Fl. 32807
Jeffrey Flower. 36 Bretton Rd.,
Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583
Willie L. Flowers. P.O. Box 499,
Apopka, Fl. 32703
Daniel M. Flynn. 174 Main St.,
Lenox, Ma. 01240
Marigrace Flynn. 3301 Clemwood
Dr., Orlando, Fl. 32803
Lizbeth F. Fogarty. 9175 Hammock
Lk. Dr., Miami, Fl. 33156
Michael J. Fogle. 23 Main St.,
Harwich, Pa. 15049
Bock V. Folken. 1900 Adams Dr.,
Maitland, Fl. 32751
Ian J. Forbes Jr. 2504 Clairmont
Ave., Sanford, Fl. 32771
Deirdre F. Frouge. 940 Park Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10028
Derek B. Fuchs. 3 Tanglewood Ln.,
Westport, Ct. 06880
G
Linda L. Gaines. Katama Rd.,
Edgartown, Ma. 02539
Jaye M. Gallagher. 332 Broad St.,
Portsmouth, N.H. 03801
Alice A. Galloway. 10 Summer St.,
Methuen, Ma. 01844
Jeffrey C. Gamwell. 67 Kings
Highway, Westport, Ct. 06880
Rosa E. Iniguez Garcia. 408 NE 3RD
ST., Belle Glade, Fl. 33430
George F. Gardner Jr. 1509 Michigan
Ave., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Thomas A. Garibaldi. 903 Lotus
Ave., Oradell, N.J.
Mark D. Garlock. 8651 Jennings Rd.,
Eden, N.Y. 14057
Gary J. Garson. 4925 Collins Ave. 6E,
Miami Beach, Fl. 33140
Scott A. Gaskins. 1524 Anchor Ct.,
Orlando, Fl. 32804
Richard Gaskins. 126 Penelope Dr.,
Longwood, Fl. 32750
William P. Gaudreau. 44 West Gate,
Wellesley, Ma. 02181
Bradford Gay. 1221 Arlington Place,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Barbara D. Gee. 601 SE 28Th Ave.,
Pompano Beach, Fl. 33062
John W. Gegenheimer IV. 46 Deer
Trail Rd., N. Caldwell, N.J. 07006
Robert S. Geller. 1251 Salem Rd.,
Plainfield, N.J. 07060
Hal S. Gettings. 6605 Lenneal Beach
Dr., Orlando, Fl. 32810
Tina A. Gibbons. 266 N. Countryside
Dr., Ashland, Oh. 44805
Wayne C. Gibbs. 447 Radmere Rd.,
Cheshire, Ct. 06410
Florence M. Gibson. 96 Russell Ave.,
Watertown, Ma. 02172
Laurie J. Gibson. 2350 Cady Way,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Letitia R. Gibson. 1270 Fairview Ln.,
Riviera Beach, Fl. 33404
Marvin Giddings. 4050 NE 27th
Terr., Lighthouse Point, Fl. 33064
John Gilbert. Box 7, Gibson Island,
Md. 21056
Mark F. Gilbertson. 16 N. Ward Ave.,
Rumson, N.J. 07760
Edward M. Gilbreth. 4.30 Maybank
Highway, Charleston, S.C. 29412
David C. Gill. Box 8 Burbank Rd.,
Anthony, Fl. 32617
Kim G. Gillen. 570 Watson Dr., In-
dialantic, Fl. 32903
Colleen P. Gilrane. 1232 Pine Hills
Rd., Orlando, Fl. 32808
Lisa M. Giltner. 658 N 63rd St.,
Omaha, Nb. 68132
Kathleen Ginder. 226 Shore Court,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33308
Linda J. Gladson. 7820 Birnam Wood
Dr., McLean, Va. 22101
Jeanann L. Glassford. 652 Balfour
Dr., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Martha Glover. 348 Alexander Palm
Rd., Boca Raton, Fl. 33432
Barbara L. Gnazzo. P.O. Box 24,
Winchester, Ct. 06094
Michael S. Godfrey. 318 E. Prospect
Ave., Ottawa, II. 61350
Michael B. Goerler. 15 Richard Ln.,
Huntington, N.Y. 11743
Moira H. Goggins. Peconic Bay
Blvd., Mattituck, N.Y. 11952
Suzanne L. Golden. 95 Jones Dr.,
Sayville, N.Y. 11782
Mary L. Goldsborough. P.O. Box
1148, Easton, Md. 21601
Michael J. Goldstein. 35 Laurel Ave.,
Clifton, N.J. 07012
Joel E. Gonsalves. 16 Middlefield PL,
Acushnet, Ma. 02743
Steven C. Godch. 1707 Temple Dr.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Melissa A. Godding. 2305 Salem Dr.,
Cinnaminson, N.J. 08077
Susan E. Gordon. 1099 E. Cranbrook
Rd., Birmingham, Mi. 48009
Marti Q. Gorsline. P.O. Box 4, Flagler
Beach, Fl. 32036
Jerry P. Goszczycki. 665 Elizabeth,
Des Plaines, II. 60018
Timothy J. Graddy. 1639 Washington
Ave., Lakeland, Fl. 33801
Mardi R. Gradolf. 3901 E 75th St.,
Indianapolis, In. 46240
Carol A. Graham. 3019 Barcody Rd.,
Huntsville, Al. 35802
Sally Graham. 225 Country Club Dr.,
Largo, Fl. 33540
Laura A. Gramas. 281 High Crest
Dr., West Milford, N.J. 07480
Cindy L. Grant. 7886 Saltsburg Rd.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15239
Jay W. Grate. 2500 Howell Branch
Rd., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
William M. Graves Jr. 18 Highview
Ave., Old Greenwich, Ct. 06870
Daniel J. Green. 102 Primrose Dr.,
Longwood, Fl. 32750
Deborah L. Green. 1101 Both St. Ct.,
St. Petersburg, Fl. 33707
Hollis B. Green. 366 Illinois Ave.,
Valparaiso, Fl. 32580
Nancy M. Green. 229 Lake Seminary
Circle, Sanford, Fl. 32771
Eliot J. Greenberg. 7 The Loch, Ros-
lyn East, N.Y. 11576
Darlene D. Greene. 116 E. Jinkins
Circle, Sanford, Fl. 32771
Alvin T. Griffith. 5504 Lambeth Rd.,
Bethesda, Md. 20014
Gwendolyn Griffith. 2626 Norfolk
Rd., Orlando, Fl. 32803
Holly Griffith. 5504 Lambeth Rd.,
Bethesda, Md. 20014
Julia C. Griffith. 84 Sabal Dr., Punta
Gorda, Fl. 33950
Stephen C. Gross. 7 Woodford Road,
Deal, N.J. 07723
Stephanie A. Gross. 7 Woodford Rd.,
Deal, N.J. 07723
Kristin A. Grosz. 21 Fielding Rd.,
Short Hills, N.J. 07090
Elizabeth J. Grubb. 28 Stoneleigh
Park, Westfield, N.J. 07090
Katherine A. Guite. 282 Old Farms
Rd., Simsbury, Ct. 06070
Michael R. Fannon. 525 S. Dexter
Ave., Deland, Fl. 32720
Manuel Faria. 636 Firwood Ct.,
Altamonte Springs, Fl. 32707
Patricia A. Farren. 4040 Westaway
Dr., Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444
Laurie A. Faulk. 918 5th Ave.,
Albany, Ga. 31701
Nancv R- Feinberg. 5 New Meadow
Rd., Lynnfield, Ma. 01940
Victoria Feldman. 2318 Baldwin Rd.,
Panama City, Fl. 32401
Sheila B. Fennelly. 3325 Lake
Anderson Ave., Orlando, Fl. 32807
Karen L. Ferm. 1719 Needlewood
Ln., Orlando, Fl. 32808
Albert Fernandez. 6508 Vernon St.,
Orlando, Fl. 32808
Bruce G. Fernandez. 150 Pine St.,
Rockville Center, N.Y. 11570
Philip S. Field. 37 Canton Ave.,
Milton, Ma. 02186
David S. Finch. Pine Needle Ln.,
Thomasville, N.C. 27360
Mary L. Fink. 37 Oakdene Rd.,
Barrington, II. 60010
Nancy P. Finnernan. 88 Heath Rd.,
N. Aiidover, Ma. 01845
Kevin S. Finnesey. Kitchell Rd.,
Convent Sta., N.J. 07961
Martha A. Finnman. 1619 S. 91St
Ave., Omaha, Nb. 68124
Sally J. Fithian. 7373 Christopher
Dr., Poland, Oh. 44514
Edward T. Fitzgerald. 46 Lawrence
St., Tappan, N.Y. 10983
Valerie L. Forbes. 1110 S.
Westmoreland Dr., Orlando, Fl.
32805
Debbie Forehand. 7404 Welleslev
Dr., College Park, Md. 20740
Lauren A. Forgash. 8 Laurie Lane,
Middlesex, N.J. 08846
Michael D. Forline. New Haven Rd.,
Durham, Ct. 06422
J. Todd Forline. New Haven Rd.,
Durham, Ct. 06422
Cynthia Forrester. 2035 Glenwood
Dr., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Patricia T. Forte. 230 Steeplechase
Rd., Devon, Pa. 19333
Michael R. Fouts. 12 Laan Van
Rhemenshuizen, Wassensaar
Rijksdorp, Netherlands
Nancy S. Fowler. 1739 Limewood
Ln., Orlando, Fl. 32808
Andrew F. Fox. 1448 Oak Park Dr.,
Munster, In. 46321
Pamela G. Frame. 29 Sweetbriar Ln.,
Holmdel, N.J. 07733
Thomas C. Francis Jr. 1105 Church
St., Glendale, Oh. 45246
Diana J. Freeman. 745 E. Lyon Farm
Dr., Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Fran L. Freeman. 745 Downing St.,
Teaneck, N.J. 07666
Mark S. Freeman. 1306 Lorin Ave.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Pamela R. Frenzel. 6310 Stoneham
Ln., McLean, Va. 22101
David B. Freygang. 5000
Dreshertown Rd., Ft. Washington,
Pa. 19034
Cindy A. Garner. 339 Valley Rd., Todd A. Goldberg. 2 North Ridge,
Fayetteville, N.C. 28305 Armonk, N.Y. 10504
le A. Gunning. 4380 Wilmington
Pike, Kettering, Oh. 45440
Ginny L. Guyton. Apartado Aereo
14510, Bogota, Colombia S.A.
H
Deborah F. Hadaway. 1104 Coral
Rd., Waycross, Ga. 31501
Harold F. Hafter. 18545 NW 23 Ct.,
Miami; Fl. 33055
Robert N. Hagnauer Jr. 1115
Brookhurst Dr., St. Louis, Mo. 63122
Kimberly A. Hale. 15 Sea Cove Rd.,
Cumberland, Me. 04110
David S. Hall. 657 Spruce Street,
Winnetka, II. 60093
Gordon B. Hall III. 210 Stanwich
Rd., Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Richard W. Hall. 610 Lake Shore Dr.,
Maitland, Fl. 32751
Tracy A. Hallberg. Masons Island,
Mystic, Ct. 06355
Jean Halle. 4605 Minden Rd.,
Memphis. Tn. 38117
Tamara E. Hallisey. 1160 Park Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10028
Gordon L. Halsey. 525 Bay Dr., Vero
Beach, Fl. 32960
Donna F. Hamblen. 12450 SW 33rd
St., Miami, Fl. 33165
Susan L. Hamilton. 515 Altagate
Rd., Louisville, Ky. 40206
Arthur J. Hammond Jr. 84 Ash St.,
Westwood, N.J. 07675
j
John J. Hanlon Jr. 134 Apricot St.,
Worcester, Ma. 01603
Harold A. Harding. 341 E. Kings
Way, Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Noel G. Hardwick. 5201 St. Albans
Way, Baltimore, Md. 21212
Sandra J. Hardy. 2114 Oakhurst
Ave., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Robin E. Hardy. Lamb Ave., Quogue,
N.Y. 11959
Linda B. Hargrove. 2410 Notting-
ham Rd., Roanoke, Va. 24014
Holly A. Harmon. 10 Surrey Ln.,
Cumberland, Me. 04110
Susan J. Harmon. 400 Westwood Dr.,
Woodbury, N.J. 08096
Cheri D. Harper. 339 7th Ave. SE
Box 394, Cairo, Ga. 31728
Susan G. Harriman. P.O. Box 618,
Montego Bay, Jamaica W.I.
Karen J. Harris. 2419 S. Osceola
Ave., Orlando, Fl. 32806
Leslie A. Harris. 1756 Hollywood
Ave., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Russell Harris. 6124 Glen Bar Ave.,
Orlando, Fl. 32809
Jill P. Hartmann. P.O. Box 324, 84
Buttercup Ct., Marco Island, Fl.
33937
Mary M. Hartwig. 420 S. Elliott Ave.,
Sanford, Fl. 32771
Peter W. Hartwig. 18 S. Harbor Dr.,
Ocean Ridge, Fl. 33435
Scott C. Harvard. 318 Oak Lane,
Richmond, Va. 23226
Sharon Hawley. 576 Ivanhoe Plaza,
Orlando, Fl. 32804
Robert B. Hay. 455-2 Boston
Turnpike, Shrewsbury, Ma. 01545
Bradley J. Hayes, 250 Lenape Dr.,
Berwyn, Pa. 19132
Samuel M. Haynes. 101 Coulter St.,
Bennington, Vt. 05201
Tamera J. Hazen. 2160 Wateroak
Dr., Clearwater, Fl. 33516
Albert R. Heinermann. 1211 SE 6th
Terr., Pompano Beach, Fl. 33060
Jennifer N. Held. 203 Sarah Dr.,
Joliet, II. 60436
William A. Hellmich II. 12344 Ballas
Woods Ct., St. Louis, Mo. 63131
Jane L. Helmer. 333 N. Ivanhoe
Blvd., Orlando, Fl. 32804
Lindy K. Helms. Ill S. Cortez Ave.,
Winter Springs, Fl. 32707
Anne M. Heleotis. 5540 N. Ocean Dr.,
Tower 1 Apt. 110. Singer Island, Fl.
33404
Julia G. Helton. 218 Maple Ave.,
Danville, Ky. 40422
Thomas W. Henderson. 4125 Black
Pt. Rd., Honolulu, Hawaii 96815
Lorraine Hendry. 1046 Harbour
Island Rd., Orlando, Fl. 32809
David E. Herbster. 416 Hanshaw
Rd., Ithaca, N.Y. 14850
Diana H. Herrera. Carrera 52-82-190
Barranquilla, Colombia S.A.
Karen J. Heyson. Rt. 5 Fairview Dr.,
Greenville, S.C. 29609
John E. Hibbard Jr. 2 Pablo Rd.,
Ponte Vedra Beach, Fl. 32082
Patrice A. Hibbard. 10 Smoke Hill
Dr., New Fairfield, Ct. 06810
Kathryn H. Hickey. 714 Oak Ave.,
Sanford, Fl. 32771
Laurence L. Hickey. Box 119, 22
Poinciana Way, Ponte Vedra Beach,
Fl. 32082
Phoebe Hickman. 6101 S. Indian
River Dr., Ft. Pierce, Fl. 33450
Debra A. Hill. 4811 King Richard Dr.,
Annandale, Va. 22003
Elizabeth P. Hill. Laurel Oak Farm
Rt. 1, Dunnellon, Fl. 32630
John E. Hill 1220 Turner Rd., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Mary E. Hines. 970 Via Lugano,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Elizabeth F. Hobbs. 2420 Chinook
Tr., Maitland, Fl. 32751
David H. Hodges III. 646 Selkirk Rd.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Lee A. Hoerz. 415 Keebler Rd., King
of Prussia. Pa. 19406
James R. Hoffman. 1460 Lynndale
Blvd., Maitland, Fl. 32751
Roy A. Hoffman. 88 East Central
Ave., Maywood, N.J. 07607
Sarah D. Hofmann. 706 E. Fellows,
Dixon, II. 61021
Melaney C. Holder. 8421 Lewis
Place, Orlando, Fl. 32809
Andrew P. Holland. 45 Orchard Dr.,
Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Debra L. Holley. 306 Sweetwater
Blvd., Longwood, Fl. 32750
Deborah A. Hollister. Spring St.,
South Salem, N.Y. 10590
Ashley A. Holmes. 2185 Via Tuscany,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Tracy E. Holmes. 6139 Curzon, Ft.
Worth, Tx. 76116
Shamus M. Holt. 645 Sandpiper
Lane, Casselberry, Fl. 32707
Valerie J. Holston. 2385 SE 8th St.,
Pompano Beach, Fl. 33062
Ellen M. Holtzman. 130 Ellingwood
Dr., Rochester, N.Y. 14618
Robert F. Hodgland. 5006 St. Denis
Ct., Orlando, Fl. 32809
Robert M. Hook. 1811 Biscayne Dr.,
Orlando, Fl. 32804
Christopher W. Hornbeck. 26 Oak
Ridge Rd., Bernardsville, N.J. 07924
Patricia A. Houff. 1151 Arthur Ave.,
Orlando, Fl. 32804
Mary B. Hover. 5641 Pine Forest,
Houston, Tx. 77024
Tina M. Howard. 5632 N. 5th St.,
Arlington, Va. 22205
Julie E. Howard. 163 Bingham Ave.,
Rumson, N.J. 07760
Stephen G. Howe. Box 313,
Crownsville, Md. 21032
Lori E. Howlett. 2 Wildwood Ave.,
Braintree, Ma. 02184
Nancy Hubsmith. 54 Sunderland
Ave., Rutherford, N.J. 07070
John F. Huddleston. 2223 Astor St.,
Orange Park, Fl. 32073
George D. Hudnut. 570 Washington
Ave., Elyria, Oh. 44035
David S. Hugel. 65 Heather Dr.,
Roslyn, N.Y. 11576
Alfred P. Hulme Jr. 89 Island Ave.,
Madison, Ct. 06443
Alison C. Hunt. 850 Fairfield Rd.
NW, Atlanta, Ga. 30327
Robert P. Hunter Jr. 20 Benjamin
Rd., Lexington, Ma. 02173
Terry E. Hunter. 700 W. 13th St.,
Sanford, Fl. 32771
Linda S. Hupka. 4104 Nelson Rd.,
Middletown, Oh. 45042
Sara Husbebo. 604 Rockingham.
Tavares, Fl. 32778
Felecia A. Hutnick. 69 Randy Lane,
Wethersfield, Ct. 06109
Virginia Hyde. 27 Whitney Rd.,
Stow, Ma. 01775
I
Mark A. Imhoof. 320 Stirling Ave.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
John W. Irish. 49 Wardell Ave.,
Rumson, N.J. 07760
Sharon F. Israel. 751 Eastbrook
Ave., Jacksonville, Fl. 32209
Inga R. Ivey. 5200 N. Ocean Blvd.,
Myrtle Beach, S.C. 29577
J
Susan Jackson. 6636 Avalon Forest
Dr., Indianapolis, In. 46250
Susan J. Jackson. 6 San Geronimo
Magallanes Village, Makati Riza,
Philippines
Valerie A. Jahn. 2602 Country Club
Prado, Coral Gables, Fl. 33134
Ronald L. Jenkins. 40 Amsterdam
Ave. 130, New York, N.Y. 10023
Susan G. Jenkins. American Em-
bassy New York, N.Y. 09887
Cynthia Job. 418 Bostwick Ave.,
Janesville, Wi. 53545
Caroline Jogerst. 5437 Schumacher,
Houston, Tx. 77027
Bailey Johnson. 4960 Hillbrook Ln.,
Washington D.C. 20016
Ann R. Johnson. 501 Surf Rd., Ocean
City, N.J. 08226
Barbara G. Johnson. 1830 Cromwell
Dr., Nashville, Tn. 37215
Carolyn B. Johnson. 2409 Van Bu-
ren, Amarillo, Tx. 79109
Carroll M. Johnson. 211 Forrest Dr.,
Sanford, Fl. 32771
Judith L. Johnson. 617 Dunraven
Dr., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Mark H. Johnson. P.O. Box 605,
Corner of Pine Wayne, Fremont,
N.C. 27830
Marlene A. Johnson. Idle Rocks P.O.
Box 119, Ocho Rios, Jamaica W.I.
Michael G. Johnson. Star Route,
Cass Lake, Mn. 56633
Susan L. Johnson. 4503 Fremont
Ave., Minneapolis, Mn. 55409
William Bev Johnson. Apt. B 16, 6851
Roswell Rd., NE, Atlanta, Ga. 30328
Katherine P. Johnstone. 36 Rio Vis-
ta, St. Louis, Mo. 63124
Teresa M. Jolley. 6398 NW 23rd St.,
Margate, Fl. 33063
Ephraim W. Helton. 218 Maple Ave., Cynthia C. Hodgland. 5006 St. Denis
Danville, Ky. 40422 Ct., Orlando, Fl. 32809
Beverly D. Jonas. 1611 Langhorne
Rd., Lynchburg, Va. 24503
Andrew C. Jones. 2292 Sidgefield
Ln., Upper St. Clair, Pa. 15241
Blondie S. Jones. 840 Franklin St.,
Jacksonville, Fl. 32206
Kenton B. Jones. 140 Main St., Mt.
Morris, N.Y. 14510
Mary E. Jones. 1408 Connell Rd.,
Charleston, West Virginia 25314
Robert B. Jones. 2014 Kingsland
Ave., Orlando, Fl. 32804
Shaun B. Jones. 4108 Kasper Dr.,
Winter Park. Fl. 32789
Cynthia A. Jorgensen. 188 South St.,
Middletown, N.Y. 10940
Thomas P. Joyner. 206 1 2 Mobile
Ave., Fairhope, Al. 36532
Peter D. Juan. 14 Lafayette Ct.,
Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Judy A. Jucker. 1810 Stonehurst Dr.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Karen J. Jucker. 1810 Stonehurst
Dr.. Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Steven E. Jucker. 1810 Stonehurst
Dr.. Winter Park, Fl. 32789
K
Lynn E. Kalisch. 19525 NW 8th Ct.,
Miami, Fl. 33169
Kristopher Kaltenborn. 701 Mcln-
tyre Ave., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Rebecca Kaplan. 7810 Moorland Ln.,
Bethesda, Md. 20014
Roy H. Kaplan. 3365 Ocean Harbor
Dr., Oceanside, N.Y. 11572
John M. Karafotias. 1776 Coventry
Rd., Decatur, Ga. 30030
Peter G. Kazan, c/o Moufid Barakat,
5 Ave Mansins, Finchley Rd.,
Hampstead London, England
Cynthia A. Kearney. Rd. 2 Woodhill
Rd., Newtown, Pa. 18940
Cynthia L. Keeffe. 269 Madison Rd.,
Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583
Kerry S. Keeler. 708 Francis St.,
Kissimmee, Fl. 32741
Bruce M. Keir. 1921 Marthas Rd.,
Alexandria, Va. 22307
Denise F. Kelce. One Johnson PI.,
Evansville, In. 47714
Sheryl S. Kelce. 14820 Sugarwood
Trail, Chesterfield, Mo. 63017
Michael N. Keller. 2615 Crystal Lake
Dr., Orlando, Fl. 32806
Susan M. Kelley. 1280 Winston Rd.,
Maitland, Fl. 32751
Tracey C. Kelley. 6005 Corewood Ln.,
Washington D.C. 20016
Edward F. Kelly Jr. 78 Island Dr.,
Rye, N.Y. 10580
Sloan Kelly. 82 Arrowhead Way,
Darien, Ct. 06820
John P. Kempe. 1102 S. Mercury Dr.,
Apt. 10K, Schaumburg, II, 60193
Carole L. Kennedy. 99 Louise Rd.,
Belmont, Ma. 02178
Jeff H. Kennedy. 413 Park N. Court,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
William F. Kennedy Jr. 2605 S.
Plantation Dr., Melbourne, Fl. 32901
Sarah L. Kepler. 610 Palm Dr., Lar-
go, Fl. 33540
Katharine A. Keresey, 735 Hi Mount
Rd., Palm Beach, Fl." 33480
Roland Keys. 14 Ridgedale Ave.,
Morristown, N.J. 07960
George G. Khouri. c/o Moufid
Barakat 5 Ave. Mansion, Finchley
Rd., Hampstead NW3 London,
England
Jody K. Kielbasa. 3800 SW 16th St.,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33312
Virginia A. Kilbourne. P.O. Box 61,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Bruce H. Killingsworth. 61 Western
Dr., Shorthills, N.J. 07078
Jane Kincheloe. 7821 Kincheloe Rd.,
Clifton, Va. 22024
Dana A. Kindel. 560 Cody Pass,
Cincinnati, Oh. 45215
Deborah A. King. 3408 Heather
Terr., Lauderhill, Fl. 33319
Melbourne P. King Jr. 200 Lake
Destiny Trail, Maitland, Fl. 32751
Mary P. King. 10 Hillcrest Ave.,
Darien, Ct. 06820
Collette L. Kippen. 320 Dawson Rd.,
Milford, Mi. 48042
James C. Kirkwood Jr. 612 Coachlite
Way, Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Pamela W. Kirsch. 2703 Summerfield
Rd., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Donald L. Kiwor. 54 Hillside Ave.,
Nutley, N.J. 07110
Leslie F. Klein. Landings on
Skidaway 10 Taeda Ct., Savannah,
Ga. 31406
Karen L. Klein. 335 Ramson Ln.,
Memphis, Tn. 38117
Robert A. Klein. 10 Pine Dr.,
Roosevelt, N.J. 08555
Robert L. Klusman. 9098 Foun-
tainbleau Terr., Cincinnati, Oh.
45231
Kurt H. Knoble. 22380 Berry Dr.,
Rocky River, Oh. 44116
Sally Knott. 2566 Lucille Dr., Ft.
Lauderdale, Fl. 33316
Kathy A. Kohl. 810 Viscaya Ln.,
Altamonte Springs, Fl. 32701
Bonnie J. Komarek. 281 Van Em-
burgh Ave., Ridgewood, N.J. 07450
Mary E. Koontz. 7800 Meadowglen
Dr., Orlando, Fl. 32810
Patricia J. Koren. 11840 NE 19th Dr.
Apt. 9, Miami, Fla. 33181
Robert J. Korsan. 32 Todmorden Dr.,
Wallingford, Pa. 19086
Jeffrey D. Kotkin. 2224 Conifer Ave.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Gregg M. Koval. 2330 NE 50th St.,
Lighthouse Point, Fl. 33064
Diana D. Krabbe. Box 1883 Nas
Bermuda New York, N.Y. 09560
Sheryl M. Kramer. 552 Osceola Ave.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Cheryl L. Krause. 303 S. Morris St.,
Dover, N.J. 07801
Patricia Kreher. 818 S. Bay Blvd.,
P.O. Box 916, Anna Maria, Fl. 33501
Jack E. Krips Jr. 208 Flame Ave.,
Maitland, Fl. 32751
Cheryl L. Krisher. 319 Woodmont
Dr., Staunton, Va. 24401
Robert E. Krueger. 5430 Keeny St.,
Morton Grove, II. 60053
Brenna H. Krupa. Carriage Hills
Cond. 100 Ashbury Rd. 305, Hol-
lywood, Fl. 33024
Kathryn H. Kruskamp. 2522
Elizabeth Ave., Orlando, Fl. 32804
Linda Kuller. 1001 Esplanade Way,
Apt. 51D, Casselberry, Fl. 32707
Thomas G. Kuntz. 50 Eton Rd.,
Larchmont, N.Y. 10538
Susan C. Kurth. 2417 Summerfield
Rd., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Elizabeth D. Kutcher. 1326 Ceylon
Dr., Orlando, Fl. 32806
L
Sarah A. Labellman. 105 Gulfside,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Sarah K. Lairson. 2440 Baxter Ct.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Edward J. Lake. 19 Euclid Ave.,
Middletown, N.Y. 10940
Patrick H. Lamb. Box 96, Ken-
nedyville, Md. 21645
Margaret M. Lang. 58 Berkshire, St.
Louis, Mo. 63117
Gary B. Langfitt. 310 Baldwin Dr.,
Staunton, Va. 24401
Stephen M. Larson. 2600 Suffolk PI.,
Florissant, Mo. 63033
Steven Laubacher. 147 44B Lake
Shore Dr. Lake Ronkonkoma, N.Y.
11779
Anne M. Lauie. 504 Lake St., Wino-
na, Mn. 55987
Harold J. Lawler III. 2732 Grove Pl|j
Sarasota, Fl. 33579
Brian J. Lawlor. 137 W. Ridge Dr.,
Waterbury, Ct. 06708
Leslie A. Lawrence. 1703 NW 65th
Terr., Margate, Fl. 33063
Roslyn A. Lawson. 271 N.
Pennsylvania, Winter Park, Fl.
32789
James R. Lex. 17 Morgan Place,
White Plains, N.Y. 10605
Laurine A. Lay. 2435 Underbill Rd.,
Toledo, Oh. 13615
P. Dawn Leaird. 5454 San Patrico.
Santa Barbara, Ca. 931 1
1
Bennett J. Leary. 21 Pleasant St.,
Marion, Ma. 02738
Julie H. Leason. 628 S. Lake Shore
Dr., Lake Geneva, Wi. 53147
Laura J. Lecker. 108 Bayberry Rd.,
St. Marys. Pa. 15857
Doug-las M. Lee. 3(149 Greenmount
Rd., Orlando, Fl. 32806
John B. Lee. 1863 Oakdale Lane,
Clearwater, Fl. 37516
Robert P. Lee. 18101 NW 68th Ave.,
Apt. 1021), Hialeah, Fl. 33015
Jean R. Leech. 104 Leech Ct..
Glasgow, Ky. 42141
Andrew S. Leeker. 3916 Walsh St.,
St. Louis, Mo. 63116
Joseph M. Leeker. 3916 Walsh St., St.
Louis, Mo. 63116
Harry M. Lehrer. 201 Lakeview
Ave., Ocean, N.J. 07712
Anthony J. Lembeck. 22 Beechwood
Dr., Lawrence, N.Y. 1155!)
Antonio Lemus. 1045 W. Clemson
Dr., Altamonte Springs, Fl. 32701
Barbara J. Lennon. 6200 Coconut
Terr., Plantation, Fl. 33317
Gerald R. Leo. 4810 NE 26 Ave., Ft.
Lauderdale, Fl. 33308
Lewis S. Lerman. 82 Northwood 1 >r..
Middle bury, Ct. 06762
Janis J. Leslie. 9711 Carnoustie Rd.,
Perrysburg, Oh. 43551
Mark J. Levinson. 1708 Talley Rd.,
Wilmington, De. 19803
Eric P. Lewis. 7157 Conway Circle,
Orlando, Fl. 32809
Georgeanne Lewis. 2041 Geronimo
Trail, Maitland, Fl. 32751
Garrison D. Lickle. Box 3793,
Greenville, De. 19807
Ledee C. Lickle. Montehanin,
Greenville, De. 19710
Charles E. Lieber. 122 Richard St.,
Atlantic Beach, N.Y. 11509
Sherri Liftman. 15 Niles Rd.,
Randolph, Ma. 02368
Elizabeth G. Lightbourn. P.O. Box
431, Nassau, Bahamas
John W. Little. Lower 7 Ponds Rd„
Waterhill, N.Y. 11976
Diamond R. Litty. 1027 S. Indian
River Dr., Ft. Pierce, Fl. 33450
Katherine P. Lloyd. 3913 Seminary
Ave., Richmond, Va. 23227
Leslie A. Lloyd, 407 Kickerillo Dr.,
Houston, Tx. 77024
Richard D. Lloyd. 1156 Pennsyl-
vania Ave., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Vickie M. Lockwood. 15 Santander
St., Bayamon, PR 00619
Ellen B. Loewenberg. 1116 Re-
mington Rd., Wynnewood, Pa. 19096
George H. Logan Jr. 5814 Bonfire
Dr., Louisville, Ky. 40207
Edward G. Longstreth. 4020 Seab-
ridge Ave., Orlando, Fl. 32809
Blake W. Lorenz. 5573 N. Semoran
Blvd., Apt. 1602, Winter Park, Fl.
32789
Margaret Lorenz. 2080 Longfellow
Ct., Orlando, Fl. 32808
Pat Loret De Mola. 2046 14th Place,
Vero Beach, Fl. 32960
Melinda J. Lougee. 71 Main St., E.
Berlin, Ct. 06023
Julie M. Love. 808 E. Friar Tuck,
Houston, Tx. 77024
Harry F. Lowman III. Rt. 1 Box 11,
The Plains, Va. 22171
Paul G. Lupinacci. 1 Old Parish Rd.,
Darien, Ct. 06820
Joseph A. Lupo. 331 E. Webster Ave.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Philip E. Lutz. 4 Ross Rd.,
Livingston, N.J. 07039
Elinor B. Lynn. 404 Northfield Rd.,
Watertown, Ct. 06795
Marjorie Lynn. 6736 Newbold Dr.,
Bethesda, Md. 20034
Ellen R. Lyons. 103 Meredith Manor,
Longwood, Fl. 32750
Priscilla M. Lyons. 7636 Conyers St.,
Lithonia, Ga. 30058
M
Edward P. Macbeth. W. Smith Neck
Rd., S. Dartmouth, Ma. 02748
Mary R. Machat. 5338 Kailua Ln.,
Orlando, Fl. 32809
Cheryl A. Mackiernam. 100 In-
terlachen, The Cloisters 103, Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Robert C. Mackinnon. 3523 Oakwa-
ter Points, Orlando, Fl. 32804
Katharine A. Maclean. 6232 Concord
Ave., Minneapolis, Mn. 55424
Terrell C. Madigan. 1410 Alban Ave.,
Tallahassee, Fl. 32301
Loretta A. Maestranzi. 6796
Lexington Ln., Niles, II. 60648
Diane R. Magee. 18 River Park Dr.,
Atlanta, Ga. 30328
Maribeth M. Magner. 3031 NE 43 St.,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33308
Ali Mahallati. 144 Foxcroft Apts.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Peggy A. Mahaffy. 58 33 Lawrence
St., Flushing, N.Y. 11355
Timothy J. Mahoney. 9630 Leebrook
Dr., Cincinnati, Oh. 45231
Charles F. Maier. P.O. Box 933,
Cocoa Beach, Fl. 32931
Joi Main. 268 S. Wymore Rd., Apt.
102, Altamonte Springs, Fl. 32701
Martha A. Makarius. 3009 Big Hill
Rd., Kettering, Oh. 45419
Jeffrey Malken. 27 Park Ln.,
Massapequa, N.Y. 11758
Katherine D. Maloney. 8755 N.
Pennsylvania, Indianapolis, In.
46240
Eric A. Manasse. Via Sant Orsola 6 2,
Milan, Italy
Lance M. Mandell. 3428 Monteen
Dr., Orlando, Fl. 32806
Bonnie D. Manjura. 2718 Scarlet Dr.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Martin T. Mansfield. 653 Blairshire
Circle, Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Michael A. Mansfield. 653 Blairshire
Circle, Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Robin E. Maples. 801 Winter Park
St., Orlando, Fl. 32804
Alan R. Markinson. 883 NE 164th
St., N. Miami Beach, Fl. 33162
Nicole Marois. 859 Painchaud,
Quebec 6, Quebec, Canada
Clayton A. Marquardt. 1445
Lombardy Rd., Pasadena, Ca. 91106
Homer Marshmamn Jr. 203 South
Lake Trail, Palm Beach, Fl. 33480
Cheryl A. Martin. 831 Webster Ave.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Marj orie A. Martin. General De-
livery, Bushnell, Fl. 33513
Nancy C. Martin. 3809 N. Roberts
Ln., Arlington, Va. 22207
Edward K. Masland Jr. 904 Glendale
Ct., Carlisle, Pa. 17013
Julia M. Massaro. 610 Ave Conde,
Coral Gables, Fl.
Michael F. Masterson. 2105 NE 64
St., Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33308
Diana Mathes. 4229 Livingston,
Dallas, Tx. 75201
John N. Matson. P.O. Box 1196, Boca
Raton, Fl. 33432
Jody D. Matusoff. 531 Belmonte
Park, Dayton, Oh. 45405
William D. Matzkevich. 195 Bucks
Hill Rd., Waterbury, Ct. 06704
Linda Maughan. 4550 Woodside Rd.,
Sarasota, Fl. 33581
Gary F. Mayer. 526 Beach 140 St.,
Rockway Park, N.Y. 11694
Elisabeth Maynard. 553 Highland
Ave., Westfield, N.J. 07090
Thomas A. Mazie. 282 Liberty St.,
Long Beach, N.J. 07740
Elizabeth E. Mazur. Box 991,
Albany, Ga. 31702
Margia Mazzoni. 101 Andrea Rd.,
Cheltenham, Pa. 19012
Bruce W. McAlister. 9 Pineview Dr.,
Dover, N.H. 03820
James F. McCall. 1503 Crestway Dr.,
Athens, Tn. 37303
William McCalmont. Res Les
Pourpries Rue Paul Devaux 4, Liege,
Belgium
Rosemary McCarthy. 849 Antonette
Ave., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Elizabeth E. McClellan. 117
Montclair Ave. Montclair, N.J. 07042
Colleen M. McCrane. 428 W.
Montgomery Ave., Haverford, Pa.
19041
James P. McCuen. 2255 Loch
Lomond Dr., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Maureen C. McDevitt. 205 N. 22ND
St., Ft. Pierce, Fl. 33450
Bridget M. Mcdonald. 2757 Abbey
Rd., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Jean McDonald. 105 The Corso,
Venice, Fl. 33595
Melinda L. McDonald. 3815 Nor-
brook Dr., Columbus, Oh. 43220
Michael C. McDonald. 2095 Tele-
graph Rd., Deerfield, II. 60015
Teresa McDonnell. 4905 Louvre
Ave., Orlando, Fl. 32809
David McDowell. 871 Curtiswood
Ln., Nashville, Tn. 37204
Thomas J. McEvoy. 117 Peacock Dr.,
Altamonte Springs, Fl. 32701
Katharine McFarland. 6362
Goldbranch Rd., Columbia, S.C.
29206
James M. McGann. 1592 Manchester
Rd., Glastonbury, Ct. 06033
Carol A. McGee. 1702 S. Gessner,
Houston, Tx. 77063
Patrick A. McGee. 231 Ellicott Dr.,
Ormond Beach, Fl. 32074
Anne C. McGill. 8515 Seminole Ave.,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19118
Michael R. McGowan. 6 Shattuck
Rd., Haverhill, Ma. 01830
Laura S. Mclnnes. P.O. Box 1528,
Wilmington, De. 19899
Glenn C. MeKiernan. 15 Stonewall
Ln., Branford, Ct. 06405
Margaret McMurray. 8067 Calle Del
Cielo, La Jolla, Ca. 92037
Craig D. McNair. 734 S. Hampton
Ave., Orlando, Fl. 32803
Christine L. McNary. 764 64th Ave.
S., St. Petersburg, Fl. 33705
Heidi M. McNaney. 606 Lake Orienta
Dr., Altamonte Springs, Fl. 32701
Colleen M. McNulty. 6535 Peck Rd.,
Lexington, Michigan
Michele T. McPhillips. 439 W. 43 St.,
New York, N.Y. 10036
Meredith L. McShane. 208 Midhurst
Rd., Baltimore, Md. 21212
Robert H. Medsger. 900 Palmer Ave.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Michael P. Mehrtens. c/o John P.
Mehrtens, Dupont, Caixa Postal
8112, Sao Pauli, Sao Paulo, Brazil
Sharda J. Mehta. 600 Mooringline
Dr., Naples, Fl. 33940
Martha E. Mejia. 1560 Cardinal Ct.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Glenn D. Meckles. Province Line Rd.,
Princeton, N.J. 08540
William R. Mendel. 61 Rye Rd., Rye,
N.Y. 10580
Claudia M. Meyer. 826 26th Ave.,
Vero Beach, Fl. 32960
Thomas A. Meyer. 4076 Quincy, St.
Louis, Mo. 63116
Sylvia B. Milera. Urb Maorio Calle 8
14 Box 12, Juncos, P.R. 00666
Joseph L. Miller. 220 E. Reading
Way, Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Polly E. Miller. Rt. 1 Box 418A,
Longwood, Fl. 32750
Stephen P. Miller. 761 Pinetree Rd.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Bruce A. Mills. 4150 E. 60th St., Unit
508, Davenport, la. 52807
Susan A. Minichino. 107 E. 12 St.,
Ocean City, N.J. 08226
Jacqueline Misho. 614 E. Church St.,
Orlando, Fl. 32801
Deborah A. Mitchell. 1593 W. 14th.
St., Jacksonville, Fl. 32209
Katherine F. Mitchell. 18 Norton
Ln., Old Greenwich, Ct. 06870
Lisa Mittnacht. 299 Edgestoune Rd.,
Princeton, N.J. 08540
Thomas D. Moceri. 9475 Yorktown
Dr., St. Louis, Mo. 63137
Ann C. Mooney. 24 Thornton Rd.,
Bangor, Me. 04401
Brian S. Moore. 611 N. Main St.,
Mauldin, S.C. 29662
Christopher R. Moore. 685 Allendale
Rd., Key Biscayne, Fl. 33149
Robert W. Moore. 17 Forest Ln.,
Trenton, N.J. 08628
Mark Moran. 630 Steamboat Rd.,
Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Jane A. Morey. 6305 Seaview Ave.,
Wildwood Cres., N.J. 08260
Girtha N. Morgan. 819 2nd Ave. S.,
Jacksonville, Fl. 32250
Jeffrey S. Morgan. 18 Orchard Dr.,
Greenwich, Ct. 06830
William A. Morgan. 4224 Van Ness
St., Washington D.C. 20016
Douglas P. Morhous. 6207 Dahlia
Dr., Orlando, Fl. 32807
Robert J. Morris. 1345 Thurnridge
Dr., Cincinnati, Oh. 45215
Alyce L. Morrison. 1900 Shoreview
Dr., Indialantic, Fl. 32903
Joanna M. Morrison. 18 St. Leonards
Terr., London SW 3, England
Jon S. Morrison. 5019 N. 77th Place,
Scottsdale, Az. 85251
Valerie A. Nifosi. 760 W. Shore Dr.
Smoke Rise, N.J. 07450
Jeanette R. Owenby. 1414 Braebury Brent L. Pearlstein. 12 Oakwood Dr.,
Dr., Leesburg, Fl. 32748 No - 104 > Hampton, Va. 23666
Roxanne R. Mougenel. 1341 College
Pt., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Christopher E. Mueller. 1851 Union
Rd., St. Louis, Mo. 63125
Kimberly B. Mulcahy. 412 Hazel Ct.,
Orlando, Fl. 32804
Carla S. Mullins. 1503 Winespring
Ln., Baltimore, Md. 21204
Todd D. Munson. 6103 Tidewater Ct.,
Prospect, Ky. 40059
Clark J. Murray. 10 Knollview Dr.,
Pawling, N.Y. 12564
Marcia Murray. 16 Pear Ln.,
Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Margaret Murray. 3 Williamsburg
Rd., Creve Coeur, Mo. 63141
Richard B. Murray Jr. 221 Riverview
Rd., King of Prusia, Pa. 19406
William D. Muscara. Ill Hampton
Blvd., Massapequa, N.Y. 11758
Phillip D. Muse. 202 Anderson Dr.,
Tullahoma, Tn. 37388
Staffan Myrdal. Torkelsgaten 36
75326 Uppsala, Sweden
Amy S. Nachamie. 125 Maple St.,
Brooklyn, N.Y. 11225
Julianne M. Nardonc. 14 Grove St.,
Wayland, Ma. 01778
Bonnie J. Nash. 3801 N. 41 Ct.,
Hollywood, Fl. 33021
Milica Nastasic. 2455 Edgerton Rd.,
University Heights, Oh. 44118
Pierre Nedelcevych. 6204 Waterway
Dr., Falls Church, Va. 22044
Christopher P. Needham. 6111
Tammy Dr., Alexandria, Va. 22310
Janes R. Neitzel. 2 Shorewood Rd.,
Marblehead, Ma. 01945
Gary C. Nelthropp. Box 340, Chris-
tiansted, St. Croix, V.I. 00820
Susan D. Ness. 900 Rugby St.,
Orlando, Fl. 32804
Thalia M. Netto. 1684 33rd Ave. P.O.
Box 399, Vero Beach, Fl. 32960
John M. Neusaenger. 910 Romano
Ave., Orlando, Fl. 32807
Nancy M. Neviaser. 9200 Christ-
opher St., Fairfax, Va. 22030
Lil A. Neville. 1101 Alberta St.,
Longwood, Fl. 32750
Todd C. Nichols. 3463 Forest Rd., Be-
thel Park, Pa. 15102
John W. Nick. 10 Bridle Path East,
Sands Point, N.Y. 11050
Imkelina C. Nicolai. P.O. Box 1904,
Guatemala City, Guatemala
Michael R. Nicolette. Ridgeview Rd.,
Mt. Pleasant, Pa. 15666
Mark B. Nicolle. 430 N. Lake Sybelia
Dr., Maitland, Fl. 32751
Karen M. Nissen. Turtle Beach Rd.,
Lost Tree, N. Palm Beach, Fl. 33408
Gary R. Noel. 16 Palisade Blvd.,
Demarest, N.J. 07627
Renee Noell. 1205 NE 95th St.,
Miami Shores, Fl. 33138
Valerie M. Noell. 849 Antonette
Ave., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Leslie Norris. 4277 Timberwood Ln.,
Orlando, Fl. 32809
Patricia J. North. 601 Endsley Ave.,
Maitland, Fl. 32751
Nancy Notman. Box 216, Marion,
Ma. 02738
Carrie Nowak. 2250 Delamere Dr.,
Cleveland Heights, Oh. 44106
O
David I. Obolensky. 120 East End
Ave., New York, N.Y. 10028
Donna L. O'Brien. 8013 Falstaff Rd.,
Mclean, Va. 22101
Kim M. O'Brien. 2720 Driftwood Rd.
S., St. Petersburg, Fl. 33705
Bruce D. Ochsman. 1785 Redwood
Terr., NW Washington D.C. 20012
Deborah A. O'Connell. 7200 34th St.,
S. 14C, St. Petersburg, Fl. 33711
Francis J. O'Donnell. 64 Park Slope,
Ridgewood, N.J. 07450
Michael P. O'Donnell. 11 Allandale
Rd., Norristown, Pa. 19403
Susan P. O'Donnell. 64 Park Slope,
Ridgewood, N.J. 07450
Timothy W. O'Donnell. 11 Allandale
Rd., Norristown, Pa. 19403
Nettie A. Olsen. 4724 Edgewater Dr.,
Orlando, Fl. 32804
Peter S. Ordal. 267 Brook Farms Rd.,
Lancaster, Pa. 17601
Thomas C. Oren. 907 S. Malfalfa Rd.,
Kokomo, In. 46901
Michelle A. Orians. 702 Cactus Ln.,
Mt. Dora, Fl. 32757
Lloyd W. Orr. Ill E. Roe Blvd.,
Patchogue, N.Y. 11772
Terry Osinski. 965 Pilgrim Dr.,
Titusville, Fl. 32780
Claudia L. Oslund. 5715 7 Ave. Dr.,
Bradenton, Fl. 33505
Douglas R. Oster. 777 1 2 French
Ave., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Joseph B. Ostrosky. 1700 7th St., N.
Kensington, Pa. 15068
Joan O'Sullivan. 61 Hunting Ridge
Rd., Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Robert B. Ourisman. 2 Oxford St.,
Chevy Chase, Md. 20015
Daniel L.Overbey. 2024 Carlton Dr.,
Orlando, Fl. 32806
Joyce M, Overend. 166 Park Ln.,
Titusville, Fl. 32780
P
Richard G. Page Jr. 35 Fairview St.,
Oneonta, N.Y. 13820
Marc L. Pagliaro. 2646 Tierra Circle,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Steven M. Paikowsky. 7306
Lexington Ln., Clearwater, Fl. 33516
John D. Pais. 229 Stevenson Rd.,
Winter Haven, Fl. 33880
Joseph A. Palladino. Box 453 Manor
Ln., Jamesport, N.Y. 11947
Amy L. Palmer. Box 52,
Youngstown, Pa. 15696
Leslie E. Papesch. 130 Meadow Hill
Ln., Chagrin Falls, Oh. 44022
Ruby J. Parker. 180 Spring Lake Hill
Dr., Maitland, Fl. 32751
Wesby R. Parker. 3028 Tanglewood
Dr., Sarasota, Fl. 33580
Debbie K. Parks. 117 Spring Valley
Loop, Altamonte Springs, Fl. 32701
Kenneth A. Parmelee Jr. 444
Coconut Palm Rd., Boca Raton, Fl.
33432
Louise V. Parrishm Bethlehem Pike
Rt. 5, Paris, Ky. 40361
Gary C. Parsons. 2515 Tuscarora
Trail, Maitland, Fl. 32751
James B. Parsons. 2608 NE 29th Ct.,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33306
Ann L. Parsons. 49 Church St.,
Chagrin Falls, Oh. 44022
Michelle A. Patnode. 1522
Kempwood Dr., Chesterfield, Mo.
63017
David Patrick. 2712 Galleon Place,
Sarasota, Fl. 33580
Zachary T. Patsalos. 376 Carpenter
Ave., Newburgh, N.Y. 12550
Amy C. Patterson. Lavender Ln.,
Rye, N.Y. 10580
Cynthia M. Patterson. 6 Oakwood
Cir., Hingham, Ma. 02043
Knight Patterson. 480 Park Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10022
Marilyn R. Patton. 6412 Western
Ave., Chevy Chase, Md. 20015
Kimberly A. Paul. 17721 SW 77th
Ave., Miami, Fl. 33157
James L. Peak. 403 Fairview St.,
Clinton, N.C. 28328
David P. Pearson. 8007 Greely Blvd.,
Springfield, Va. 22152
Holly E. Pearson. 3N 786 Ferson
Creek, St. Charles, II. 60174
Daniel A. Peat. 4508 Forest Bend
Dr., Dallas, Tx. 75234
Sara G. Peck. Meadow Farm Rd.,
East Islip, N.Y. 11730
Sheila Peck. 880 Lake Shore Rd.,
Grosse Pt. Shore, Mi. 48236
Carolyn M. Pecka. 2417 Pine St., San
Diego, Ca. 92103
George P. Peed. 1077 West View Dr.,
Fairmont, W. Va. 26554
Leslie A. Pektas. 326 Briarwood Dr.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Eugene W. Pembleton II. 4248
Hickory Rd., Richmond, Va. 23235
James C. Pendergast. 12 Pillsbury
Dr., Scarborough, Me. 04074
Mary M. Penn. 914 Alta Dr., Ft.
Worth, Tx. 76107
Dennis Pennachio. 72 Beaumont
Ave., Massapequa, N.Y. 11758
Martha M. Penny. 344 S. Chester
Pike, Glenolden, Pa. 19036
David S. Pepe. 45 Point Lookout,
Milford, Ct. 06460
Ralph A. Pereda. 9025 SW 16 St.,
Miami, Fl. 33165
Luis J. Perez. 507 Helm Way, Cas-
selberry, Fl. 32707
Bradley Perkins. RFD 1 Box 103,
Bucksport, Me. 04416
Patricia A. Perkins. 253 Orange
Terr. Dr., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Cheryl A. Perko. 2223 Brookshire
Ave., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Lydia A Persinski. 612 Briarcliff Dr.,
Orlando, Fl. 32806
Kelly J. Peters. 2626 Espanola Ave.,
Sarasota, Fl. 33580
Lynn Petersen. 3330 Chevy Chase,
Houston, Tx. 77019
Kevin B. Petry. 127 Old Boonton Rd.,
Boonton, N.J. 07005
Tracy L. Pickett. 4312 Riverside Dr.,
Columbus, Oh. 43220
Russell A. Piggott. 3755 Oak Ave.,
Northbrook, II. 60062
Isabel S. Pearce. 321 Old Kennett
Rd., Wilmington, De. 19807
Walter F. Pearce. 350 W. 6th Ave., S.
Williamsport, Pa. 17701
Joseph C. Pilley. 1003 S. Clark Ave.,
Tampa, Fl. 33609
Joseph N. Piperis. 25 Rockingchair
Rd., White Plains, N.Y. 10607
Timothy W. Patterson. 1000 Univer-
sity Blvd., Broadmoor Apts. F48,
Kingsport, Tn. 37660
Norman J. Petredean. Winter Park
Garden, Apt. L3, 700 Melrose Ave.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
John B. Pattyson. 715 Jerusalem Laura E. Picot. 816 Flamingo Dr., Ft.
Rd., Cohasset, Ma. 02025 Lauderdale, Fl. 33301
Mark B. Peabody. 300 Maple Ave., Dennis Pierce Jr. P.O. Box 9803,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15218 Savannah, Ga. 31402
Catherine M. Pixley. 6214 Roxburgh
Ct., Columbus, Oh.43213
Mark E. Plank. 2465 Fifeshird Dr.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
R. Lee Plumb. 1001 Virginia Ave.,
Alexandria, Va. 22302
Steven M. Poe. 1068 McKean Circle,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Douglas J. Pollard. 2074 W. 18th St.,
Jacksonville, Fl. 32209
Sarah J. Polite. P.O. Box 1071,
Cristobal Canal Zone
Steven H. Poppe. 133 Tahlulah Ln.,
West Islip, N.Y. 11795
James J. Poropatich. Stonegate
Apts. Apt. 20, 1150 S. Main St.,
Middletown, Ct. 06457
Bryant N. Porter. 145 Hillside St.,
Boston, Ma. 02120
Peter G. Porto. Av Epitacio Pessoa
16, Rio De Janeiro, Brazil
Joseph D. Portoghese. 655 Sherwood
Dr., Altamonte Springs, Fl. 32701
Lynn M. Posenauer. 801 Alabama
Ave., St. Cloud, Fl. 32769
Peter E. Powell. 1040 W. 57th St.,
Kansas City, Mo. 64113
David G. Powers. 1160 Willowbrook
Trail, Maitland, Fl. 32751
Nancy E. Preece. 1291 Carlene Ave.,
Ft. Myers, Fl. 33901
Margaret Price. 2100 Venetian Way,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Susan L. Price. Rt. 1, Alexandria,
Oh. 43001
David M. Priior. 1 Hickory Hill Rd.,
Saddle River, N.J. 07458
Christina A. Pritchard. Nelson
Ridge Rd., Princeton, N.J. 08540
Richard L. Pyfrom. P.O. Box N361
Nassau, Bahamas
Q
Susan G. Quinby. 214 Royal Palm
Dr., Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33301
R
John D. Race. P.O. Box .332, Bar-
rington, II. 60010
Beth T. Radford. 428 Lightfoot Rd.,
Louisville, Ky. 40207
Royal F. Raidle Jr. P.O. Box 617,
Windermere, Fl. 32786
John A. Ralston. P.O. Box 1224,
Venice, Fl. 33595
Edward H. Ramey. 1325 Croton Dr.,
Maitland, Fl. 32751
Mark K. Ramsay. 249 Ellwood Ave.,
Satellite Beach, Fl. 32937
Lee G. Ramsdell. 1006 Broadway, S.
Portland, Me. 04106
Abbey Rasnow. 17 Twombly Ave.,
Staton Island, N.Y. 10306
Jorge E. Ravelo. 4821 Hoperita St.,
Orlando Fl. 32806
Roberta G. Reed. 4015 Shorecrest
Dr., Orlando, Fl. 32804
Tracy Reed. 903 Homewood,
Mishawaka, In. 46544
Pamela R. Reekers. 4091 Lakespur
Cir., Palm Beach Gardens, Fl. 33410
Margaret M. Reeves. Annandale
Plantation, Rt. 2 Box 181A,
Georgetown, S.C. 29440
Robert W. Reich. 211 Fawsett Rd.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Anna M. Reppucci. 34 Clark Rd.,
Lowell, Ma. 01852
John S. Reydel. 1629 Watchung Ave.,
Plainfield, N.J. 07060
Brian D. Reynolds. Amstar Corp,
1251 Ave. Of Americas, New York,
N.Y.
Allan L. Rhoads. 669 Golf Course Dr.,
Ft. Walton Beach, Fl. 32548
Joan Rhodes. 4677 Reese Rd., Erie,
Pa. 16510
Frank Ricci. 640 Church St., Toledo,
Oh. 43605
Barbara A. Ricciuti. 2420 NW 115th
Ave., Coral Springs, Fl. 33065
James E. Rice. 648 Knollwood Terr.,
Westfield, N.J. 07090
Jeffrey D. Rich. 346 Trismen Terr.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Kyle A. Rich. 8640 Melody Ln.,
Cincinnati, Oh. 45231
Jane T. Richards. P.O. Box 294,
Melbourne Beach, Fl. 32951
Anne E. Richardson. 10803 Reis-
tertown Rd.,Owings Mills, Md. 21117
Kathleen Richter. 112 Trado St.,
Charleston, S.C. 29401
Russell J. Rizor. 7055 Hillcrest Ln.,
Chesterland, Oh. 44026
Melissa A. Rizzo. Wyndham Dr
York, Pa. 17403
Alyce M. Robertell. 68 Country Club
Dr., Manhasset, N.Y. 11030
J. Glegg Roberts. 421 E. 49th St.,
Savannah, Ga. 31405
April L. Robinson. 8 Peter Cooper
Rd., New York, N.Y. 10010
Barbara J. Robinson. 8 Davids Ln.,
Chase City, Va. 23924
Brooke Robinson. 3929 Nottaway
Rd., Durham, N.C. 27707
Robert L. Robinson. 5 Summer St.
Ct., Rockport, Ma. 01966
Robert N. Robinson. 112 W. Coleman
Cir., Sanford, Fl. 32771
Scott L. Robinson. 330 60th St. N., St.
Petersburg, Fl. 33719
Carlos J. Rodriquez. P.O. Box 1032,
Longwood, Fl. 32750
Luis A. Rodriguez. 544 Orange Dr.
No. 21, Altamonte Springs, Fl. 32701
Joanne A. Rodriguez. 483 Round Hill
Rd., Greenwich, Ct. 06830
William E. Rodrigues. 25 Cowdin
Ln., Chappaqua, N.Y. 10514
Randolph E. Rogers. Rt. 6A, W.
Barnstable, Ma. 02668
Regina M. Rodgers. 249 07 87th Dr.,
Bellerose, N.Y. 11426
Tanya A. Rogers. 4264 Harbor Cir.
S., Largo, Fl. 33540
Kyle K. Rollins. 300 Oxford Rd., Apt.
E 201, Fern Park, Fl. 32730
Adriane L. Rosenthal. 8207 Cran-
wood Ct., Baltimore, Md. 21208
Lynn Rosner. 48 Knollwood Dr.,
Cherry Hill, N.J. 08002
Leonard B. Rosow. 66 High Ridge
Rd., W. Hartford, Ct. 06117
Ginger A. Ross. 138 Hillcrest Dr.,
Hillsdale, Mi. 49242
John E. Rothbaum. 520 Early St.,
Savannah, Ga. 31405
Elizabeth C. Rown. 4400 Belmont
Park Terr. 127, Nashville, Tn. 32215
Mary G. Rowbottom. 293 Alps Rd.,
Wayne, N.J. 07470
Sarah T. Royston. 217 Fairview Rd.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15238
Ann M. Rozelle. 17 Pleasant Ridge
Rd., Harrison, N.Y. 10528
Lisa C. Rubutsky. 3349 Coleus Ct.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Theresa A. Rubutsky. 3349 Coleus
Ct., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Federico L. Ruiz. 2268 NW 7th St.
Apt. 9, Miami, Fl. 33125
John B. Russell. Rt. 2 Box 159
Skyline Dr., Hockessin, De. 19707
Elizabeth C. Ruttan. 85 Rameau Dr.
Suite 2, Willowdale, Ontario, Canada
Maureen A. Ryan. Purchase St.,
Rye, N.Y. 10580'
Timothy K. Ryan. 7887 Spring Hill
Rd., Indianapolis, In. 46260
S
David M. Sachs. 514 Henkel Circle,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Michael D. Sahlman. 501 E. 87th St.,
New York, N.Y. 10028
Edward S. Sain. 2464 Hunterfield
Rd., Maitland, Fl. 32751
Christopher A. Saeli. 158 Whitehall
Blvd., Garden City, N.Y. 11530
Victoria L. Saiswick. 641 SE 8th
Ave., Pompano Beach, Fl. 33060
Christopher R. Salmon. 1006
Chichester St., Orlando, Fl. 32803
Peter L. Samaha. Ill Countryside
Dr., Summit, N.J. 07901
Kimberly Sands. Rt. 3 Box 203
Hontoon Rd., Deland, Fl. 32730
Mark Sarosdy. Box 344 Rt. 2,
Ligonier, Pa. 15658
Carol L. Saunders. 3108 McGee Ave.,
Middletown, Oh. 45042
Pamela Scandore. 328 Longbow Dr.,
Franklin Lake, N.J. 07417
Hale M. Schantz. 19696 NE 23 Ct., N.
Miami Beach, Fl. 33180
Kimball P. Scharff. 9724 Litzsinger
Rd., St. Louis, Mo. 63124
Dale F. Schlather. 135 Central Park
West, New York, N.Y. 10023
Kevin Schlosberg. 2525 N. Tenth St.,
Arlington, Va. 05250
Stephen E. Schmidt. 544 LaBelle
Ave., Oconomowoc, Wi. 53066
Paul Schmitt. 809 Elm Springs Rd.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15243
Richard Schmitt. 809 Elm Springs
Rd., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15243
Donald W. Scholl. 3967 Howlett Hill
Rd., Syracuse, N.Y. 13215
Virginia M. Schreck. 10104 Paradise
Blvd., Treasure Isl, Fl. 33706
Carol L. Schubert, c/o Firestone
Tyre, Thailand Ltd, P.O. Box
Prakanong 11, Bangkok, Thailand
Eric R. Schwarz. 74 S. Mountain
Ave., Montclair, N.J. 07042
Kathleen M. Schweizer. Alto De
Tinheiros, Sao Paulo, Brazil
Gloria J. Sciortino. 2012 Mosher Dr.,
Orlando, Fl. 32801
Bruce J. Sconzo. 7 Mill River Rd.,
Setauket, N.Y. 11733
Jeffrey P. Scott. 19239 Riverside Dr.,
Birmingham, Mi. 48009
Kenneth J. Scott. 115 Stoneybrook
Trail, Mauldin, S.C. 29662
Shelley A. Scott. 2408 Norfolk Rd.,
Orlando, Fl. 32803
Stuart R. Scott. 1132 Mocksville
Ave., Salisbury, N.C. 28144
Tracy Scott. 934 Balch Ave., Winter
Park, Fl. 32789
Alexander Scribner. Apartado 3404,
Panama 4, Panama
Michael R. Scures. 310 E. Trotters
Dr., Maitland, Fl. 32751
Sarah A. Seager. 1445 Lombardy
Rd., Pasadena, Ca. 91106
Donna O. Seals, 1302 Deerock Dr.,
Orlando, Fl. 32801
John P. Seavey. 19 Stewart Ln.,
Berkeley Hgts., N.J. 07922
Carolyn J. See. 914 Shorewood Dr.,
Seabrook, Tx. 77586
Robert C. Seelman. 700 Riverside
Dr., Indialantic, Fl. 32903
Jean E. Seiler. Panorama Manor
Farm, Monkton, Md. 21111
Enrico Sessarego. Rua Teviot 254,
Sao Paulo, Brazil
Kim Sestok. 7965 SW 99 St., Miami,
Fl. 33156
Susanne D. Sewell. 1369 Talbot Ave.,
Jacksonville, Fl. 32205
Peter M. Shambreskis. 107 Butter-
nut Ridge Rd., Waterbury, Ct. 06706
Josiah L. Sharit III. 1800 N. Lake
Eloise Dr., Winter Haven, Fl. 33880
Peter A. Sharp. 19315 Dunbridge
Way, Gaithersburg, Md. 20760
Susan W. Sharp. 2923 Southington
Rd., SHaker Hgts., Oh. 44120
Nancy A., Shaw. 5900 Swoffield Dr.,
Orlando, Fl. 32809
Elizabeth E. Shepard. 6727 Fin-
cannon Rd., Jacksonville, Fl. 32211
F. Derrick Sheridan. 1219 Elinore
Dr., Orlando, Fl. 32808
Julia M. Sherry. 7470 Miami Lakes
Dr., Miami Lakes, Fl. 33014
Durie Shevlin. 134 Casa Bendita,
Palm Beach, Fl. 33480
John M. Shubert. 2112 Acacia Park
Dr., Lyndhurst, Oh. 44124
Melanie A. Shultz. 4511 Rockledge
Rd., Orlando, Fl. 32807
Anne M. Shuttleworth. 106 Inwood
Rd., Darien, Ct. 06820
David B. Siddons. 657 Gaines Way,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Leslie C. Silliphant, 36 Eglantine
Ave., Pennington, N.J. 08534
Joanne C. Simila. 60 Hall Rd.,
Winchendon, Ma. 01475
Joshua H. Simonton. Centerville
Rd., Greenville, Wilmington, De.
19807
John M. Sinclair. Oxford Spanish Pt.,
Pembroke, Bermuda
David G. Skidmore II. 500 E. Page
St., Orlando, Fl. 32806
Catherine H. Skove. 122 Delafield Isl
Rd., Darien, Ct. 06820
Robert C. Slane. 720 Rochford Rd.,
High Point, N.C. 27260
Jana L. Slavens. 414 N. Park Ct.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Susan J. Slugg. 741 Woodcrest Rd.,
Radnor, Pa. 19087
Mary E. Smisson. 1615 Summit Dr.,
Columbus, Ga. 31906
Alan B. Smith. 204 Ohio Ave. Box 72,
St. Cloud, Fl. 32769
Dale A. Smith. 15625 Summder Lake
Dr., Chesterfield, Mo. 63017
Dow D. Smith. 300 Pierce St., Easton,
Pa. 18042
Greg J. Smith. 12 Harding Rd., W.
Caldwell, N.J. 07006
Jinx C. Smith. 640 W. South St.,
Orlando, Fl. 32805
Karen A. Smith. 519 Dew Drop Cove,
Casselberry, Fl. 32707
Lee S. Smith. 14 Warner Dr., Darien,
Ct. 06820
Sandra L. Smith. 1603 Rollins Dr.,
Alexandria, Va. 22307
Susan M. Smith. 210 Ellicott Dr.,
Ormond Beach, Fl. 32074
Gayle R. Sofia. 211 Crown Oaks Way,
Longwood, Fl. 32750
Tom D. Solow. 7 Fieldstone Ln.,
Great Neck, N.Y. 11020
Jane D. Somberg. 2253 S. 86 Ave.,
Omaha, Nb. 68124
Hugo Sonnenschein. 809 Lincoln
Ave., Winnetka, II. 60093
Michael Spagnola. 8 Lake Rd.,
Morristown, N.J. 07960
Julia A. Spake. 2711 Summer-field
Rd., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Diane E. Spalding. 35 Deborah Ave.,
Pittsfield, Ma. 01201
James M. Spanogle. 1016 Kirk St.,
Orlando, Fl. 32808
Charles L. Sparkman. 715 Washing-
ton Ave., Savannah, Ga. 31405
Lacey S. Sparkman. 370 Lake Sue
Ave., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Geoffrey T. Spencer. 2257 Canter-
bury Ln., Shaker Hgts., Oh. 44122
Susan G. Spengler. 420 McKown Ln.,
Sewickley, Pa. 15143
Lisa A. Spinnenweber. 1800 S. Ocean
Blvd., Manalapan, Fl. 33462
Mark P. Sponsler. 430 Watts Way,
Cocoa Beach, Fl. 32931
Sandra L. Stahoviak. 729 Pittsburgh
St., Scottdale, Pa. 15683
Jed A. Stander. 825 West End Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10025
Pamela J. Stauble. 2815 57th Ave. W.,
Bradenton, Fl. 33507
Patricia K. Steele. Rt. 1 352, Curning,
N.Y. 14830
Mary A. Stefik. 5236 Hewitt
Parkway, Lewiston, N.Y. 14092
Jeffrey J. Stein. 70 Morris Ave.,
Malverne, N.Y. 11565
Sharyn A. Stenstrom. 308 Lake
Blvd., Sanford, Fl. 32771
David L. Steph. 4025 Centenary Dr.,
Dallas, Tx. 75225
Andrew M. Stephens. Deepwood Dr.,
Lexington, Ky. 40505
Tyrone B. Stephens. Boca Raton
Hotel Club, Boca Raton, Fl. 33432
Patricia L. Stern. 112 Shepherd Ct.,
Longwood, Fl. 32750
Gail E. Stevens. 86 Isle of Venice, Ft.
Lauderdale, Fl. 33316
Anne Stewart. 42 Moross Rd. Grosse
Pt., Mi. 48236
Thomas S. Stewart. 1435 Darbee Dr.,
Morristown, Tn. 37814
Susan H. Stickney. 30 Bayside Terr.,
Riverside, Ct. 06878
Gregory Storer. 905 Crevasse St.,
Lakeland, Fl. 33801
Jeffrey G. Stout. 152 Bulrush Farm
Rd., N. Scituate, Ma. 02060
David B. Stromquist. 4540 Jettridge
Dr. NW, Atlanta, Ga. 30327
Kevin P. Sugrue. 9830 Scott Mill Rd.,
Jacksonville, Fl., 32217
Christopher Sullivan. 67 Lawson
Terr., Scituate, Ma. 02066
Edward J. Sullivan. 10 Gray Oaks
Ln., Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Scott L. Suprina. 1360 Stately Oaks
Dr., Winter Haven, Fl. 33880
Joy R. Sussman. 14 Peach Orchard
Dr., E. Brunswick. N.J. 08816
Susan M. Sutch. 1454 21st St. SW,
Largo, Fl. 33540
Sabrina L. Sutterlin. 33 South Rd.,
Harrison, N.Y. 10528
Stuart C. Sweet. 1000 Lockett Rd.,
St. Louis, Mo. 63131
George A. Sweitzer. 2758 Kilgroe PL,
Sarasota, Fl. 33580
Cameron L. Swift. 141 E. Lake Sue
Ave., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Samuel B. Syckes. Jerdens Ln.,
Rockport, Ma. 01966
T
Pamela A. Tabor. 2962 Bower Rd.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Tracy L. Tabor, 2962 Bower Rd.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Paula E. Tabor. 2962 Bower Rd.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Simon Talbot. 32 Stanhope Gardens,
London SW 7, England
Cynthia J. Tallant, 1922 Castleway
Ln., NE, Atlanta, Ga. 30345
Rodney Tanner. 1413 San Juan Ave.,
Ft. Myers, Fl. 33901
Richard Tasi. 86 Savoy St.,
Bridgeport, Ct. 06606
Marchetta Tate. 217 Berkshire Dr.,
Cocoa, Fl. 32922
Haven Taylor. 1411 Via Tuscany,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Kathleen E.Taylor. 1411 ViaTuscay,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Sarah W. Taylor. 5008 Sentinel Dr.
Apt. 55, Washington D.C. 20016
Teresa Taylor. 10360 Strait Ln.,
Dallas, Tx. 75229
Kiera Techelistcheff. c/o Tate, 1500
Live Oak St., New Smyrna Beach, Fl.
32069
Victoria H. Teetor. 1030 Fifth Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10028
Ann M. Templeton. 434 Scotch Elm
Ln., Galesburg, Fl. 61401
Joanne M. Terrell. 19 Calhoun St.,
Eatonville, Fl. 32751
Poppy M. Terris. 751 Bridge St.,
Cedarburg, Wi. 53012
Jill Thibbitts. 1310 Kent Ave.,
Titusville, Fl. 32780
David T. Thiele. 5911 NE 6th Ave.,
Miami, Fl. 33137
Christy M. Thomas. 1109 Singleton
Ave., Titusville, Fl. 32780
K. Noel Thomas. 4309 Banff Springs
Ct., Rockville, Fl. 20853
Gregory C. Thompson. 8 Munchen 90
Gabria Max Str 9, West Germany
Jonathan A. Thompson. 209 Lake
Boulevard, Sanford, Fl. 32771
Teresa L. Thompson. 1900 Windmill
Ln., Alexandria, Va. 22307
Terri J. Thoreson. 19800 Pacific
Highway, Seattle, Wa. 98118
Dianne Tiddy. 9142 Bay Hill Blvd.,
Orlando, Fl. 32811
Donna A. Tinnirello. 3323 Carpenter
Rd., Titusville, Fl. 32780
Anthony A. Tirabassi. Ill New York
Ave., S. Portland, Me. 04106
Stuart W. Titus. Pound Hollow Rd.,
Glen Head, N.Y. 11545
Robert S. Tobia. 100 Park St., W.
Caldwell, N.J. 07006
Elisabeth B. Todd. 255 W. Cherry
Cir. Memphis, Tn. 38117
William Todman. 17 Heathcote Rd.,
Scarsdale, N.Y. 10583
Gail A. Tomasetti. 45 Florida Blvd.,
Merritt Islandi, Fl. 32952
Nancy A. Tnmassn 132 Roslyn Dr.,
New Britain, Ct. 06052
Aymee F. Torres. 7 Lisa Dr.,
Greenville, S.C. 29607
Eric E. Towers. 3936 Banner Dr.,
Jacksonville, Fl. 32210
Pamela J. Tracy, c/o Mobil Oil Libya,
Tripoli, Libya
Dianne Treinis. 211 Hillbrook Dr.,
Spartanburg, S.C. 29302
Maria T. Trjos. 1241 Linton Ave.,
Orlando, Fl. 32809
Holmes R. Troutman Jr. 1600
Barcelona Wav, Winter Park, Fl.
32789
Richard B. Troutman. 1600 Bar-
celona Way, Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Gordon E. Troy. Hicks Ln., Sands Pt.,
N.Y. 11050
Molly Tryloff. 1036 Wildwood, E.
Lansing, Mi. 48823
Kimberly S. Turner. 81 S. River Rd.,
Sewalls Pt., Jensen Beach, Fl. 33457
Dirk D. Twine. 2919 21st St., Tampa.
Fl. 33605
Paul E. Twomey. 6 Barrett Rd.,
Peabody, Ma. 01960
U
Eleanor M. Uddo. 110 Camphor Tree
Ln., Altamonte Springs, Fl. 32701
Steven P. Uher. 117 Myers Rd.,
Lansing, N.Y. 14882
Jon L. Ukman. 1110 Lake Shore Dr.,
Chicago, II. 60611
Scott B. Underwood. 1420 Lynndale
Blvd., Maitland, Fl. 32751
Thomas J. Utley. 273 Exmoor Ave.,
Glen Ellyn, II. 60137
Craig Uttley. 1441 S. Treasure Dr.,
N. Bay Village, Fl. 33141
V ,
Deborah J. Vactor. 98 Ansonia Rd.,
Woodbridge, Ct. 06525
Hugh B. Vanderbilt Jr. 48 Clapboard
Rodge Rd., Greenwich, Ct. 06830
Patricia Vanderwerf. 85 Palm Ave.
Palm Isle, Miami Beach, Fl. 33139
Craig G. Van Sant. 118 Witherspoon
Rd., Baltimore, Md. 21212
Dennis M. Varel. 1355 W. 44th PL,
Hialeah, Fl. 33012
Beverly Vaughn. P.O. Box 781,
Brandon, Fl., 33511
Debbie A. Valazquez. 851 Miles Ave.,
Winter Park, FL 32789
Kristen A. Velz. 632 Brechin Dr.,
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Timothy E. Venable. 4800 Lakeland
Highland Rd., Lakeland, FL 33803
Robert A. Vergenz. 817 Ellevdale
Dr., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Niels P. Vernegaard. 4518 Park Hill
Dr., Salt Lake City, Ut. 84117
Barbara A. Vitaliano. 35 Colby Ave.,
Rye, N.Y. 10580
James R. Volkert. 4 Deerfield Dr.,
Troy, N.Y. 12180
Michael J. Vonder Heide. 2621 W.
103rd PL, Chicago, II. 60655
Gayle E. Von Stein. 1701 ME 58th St.,
Ft. Lauderdale, Fl. 33308
Carl M. Vorder Bregge Jr. 38 Copper
Beech Rd., Greenwich, Ct. 06830
W
William J. Walczak. 12 Rose Ln.,
Stoneham, Ma. 02180
Eric Waldman. 28 Bartlett Rd.,
Randolph, Ma. 02368
Vickie E. Walker. 1009 N. Meridian
St., Lebanon, In. 46052
Jerome A. Wall. 14 Wall Ave.,
Guaynabo, P.R. 00657
Carol S. Wallace. 954 Bal Isle Dr., Ft.
Meyers, FL 33901
Paul M. Wallach. 2632 Arosley Dr.,
Orlando, FL 32804
William H. Walle. 1824 Royal Palm
Way, Boca Raton, Fl. 33432
William T. Walsh. Walsh. 1504
Sherman St., Cheswick, Pa. 15024
Leslie J. Waltke. 13 Rio Vista, St.
Louis, Mo. 63124
Emily K. Walton. 15 Branch Brook
Rd., Simsbury, Ct. 06070
Gail L. Waltzer. 201 Rices Hill Rd.,
Wyncote, Pa. 19095
David C. Ward. 119 Mullen Dr.,
Ashland, Va. 23005
Sarah L. Ward. 728 Anchorage Dr.,
N. Palm Beach, Fl. 33408
Terrie L. Ward. 3101 Offutt St.,
Orlando, Fl. 32809
Pitt A. Warner. General Delivery,
Port Elgin, Ontario, Canada
Richard C. Warren. 81 Woodside Ln.,
Princeton, N.J. 08540
Don K. Warrington. 36 Alder Rd,,
Toronto Ontario, Canada
Thomas W. Washick. 1785 Killarney
Dr., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Roy R. Watson. 665 Berick Dr.,
Winter Park, FL 32789
Cyeena D. Weary. 297 Island Creek
Dr., Johns Island, Vero Beach, Fl.
32960
Martha M. Weatherhead. 17512
Shelburne Rd., Cleveland Heights,
Oh. 44118
Susan G. Weaver. 426 Holly Rd., Vero
Beach, Fl. 32960
Timothy W. Webber. 65 Creelman
Dr., N. Scitauate, Ma. 02060
John Webbert. 2922 Edgewood Ave.,
Baltimore, Md. 21234
David V. Weinstein. 3633 Trexler
Blvd., Allentown, Pa. 18104
Cherie A. Weitzner. 22 Muriel Ave.,
Lawrence, N.Y. 11559
Lynn L. Welch. 129 Jordan Ave., S.
Portland, Me. 04106
Wickford W. Welden. 1136 Fifth Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10028
Gary T. Wells. 26 Minnehaha Circle,
Maitland, FL 32751
Kirk L. Wells. 610 S. Ohio Ave.,
Orlando, FL 32805
Stephen R. Werk. 2504 Canterbury
Rd., Wilmington, N.C. 28401
Linda M. Wernau. 19 Niagara Ln.,
Commack, N.Y. 11725
Betsy K. Wertheimer. 4273 Colonial
Park Dr., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15227
Philip A. Wertz. 611 Hickory Rd.,
Woodstock, II. 60098
Pamela A. Westholm. 320 W.
Lakeview, Orlando, Fl. 32804
David J. Weston. 52 Amherst Dr.,
Hastings Hud, N.Y. 10704
Kathleen Westvig. 43 Roundabout
Rd., Smithtown, N.Y. 11787
George E. Westwood III. 7824 Eva
St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19128
Deborah Wettstein. 1660 Woodland
Ave., Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Patricia L. Whalen. Woodlane Rd.,
Mt. Holly, N.J. 08060
Kimberly Whitaker. 1940 NW 192
Terr., Miami, Fl. 3.3055
Kendrick W. White. Lincoln House
Pt., Swampscott, Ma. 01907
Bickley C. Wilson. 207 Crown Oaks
Way, Longwood, FL 32750
Sally R. Wilson. 1501 First Ave.,
Jasper, AL 35501
Shelley A. Wilson. 5310 Sherbrook
Ln., Peoria, II. 61614
Nancy Windgard. 410 Prospect S
E. Orange, N.J. 07017
Paul T. Zeph. 75 Plymouth Rd.
Needham, Ma. 02192
Morgan M. Zook Jr. 1285 Sabal Pain
Dr., Boca Raton, FL 33432
Debra A. Zoss. 757 Kenwood Dr,
Gates Mills, Oh. 44040
Thomas W. Wilson Jr. 703 Mclntyre,
Winter Park, FL 32789
Martin J. Wiman. P.O. Box 309
Prospect, Ky. 40059
Gwyneth M. Zumft. The Soundings
Hope Sound, FL 33455
Robert J. Zyburt. 8919 Marmora
Morton Grove, II. 60053
Lee H. White. Eventide Burnt
House, Warwick, Bermuda
Susan D. Whitebrook. 18641 NE 21
Ave., N. Miami Beach, FL 33179
Lenette Whitworth. 2345 Kings Pt.,
Largo, Fl. 33540
Shawne K. Wickman. 8615 Longport
Dr., Springfield, Va. 22152
Valerie A. Wieand. 6020 Orris St.,
McLean, Va. 22101
Cathi E. Wiebrecht. 720 Park Ln.,
Elm Grove. Wi. 53122
Lynn C. Wiedman. 401 E. Fairbanks
Ave. Apt. D., Winter Park, FL 32789
Gretchen A. Wight. Rt. 1 Box 6A,
Cairo, Ga. 31728
Lori J. Wigor. 6575 Shawnee Ridge,
Cincinnati, Oh. 45243
Andrea M. Wikner. 6716 Loring Ct.,
Bethesda, Md. 20034
Luther K. Wiles. 6205 Arkendale Dr.,
Alexandria, Va. 23307
David P. Wiley. 9 Glen Dr., Wycoff,
N.J. 07481
Barbara J. Wilkinson. 45 W. High Pt.
Rd., Jensen Beach, Fl. 33457
Marie C. Willard. 8104 Dormar Ct.,
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15237
Barbara R. Williams. 3 Murchison
Terr., Bldg. 62, Orlando, Fl. 32805
Eric K. Williams. 131 Elizabeth Ave.,
Hempstead, N.Y. 11550
George C. Williams III. 7709
Chatham Rd., Chevy Chase, Md.
20015
Henry P. Williams. 302 Island Creek
Dr., Johns Island, Vero Beach, FL
32960
Johnnie M. Williams. 380 McEwen
Apt. C, Memphis, Tn. 38126
Kathryn A. Williams. 2007 Riverside
Dr., Murfreesboro, Tn. 37130
Rebecca A. Williams. 269 Ashbourne
PI., Columbus, Oh. 43209
Terry E. Williams, 6725 10th Ave. N.,
St. Petersburg, Fl. 33710
W. Preston Willingham. 408 Rain-
tree Ct., Winter Park, FL 32789
Adair Wilmer. 1612 N. Breiel Blvd.,
Middletown, Oh. 45042
Alexander L. Wilson Jr. 3440 N.
Roberts Ln., Arlington, Va. 22207
Jennifer Winter. 17 Goltra Dr
Basking Ridge, N.J. 07920
Peter M. Wise. 60 Homestead S<
Waban, Ma. 02168
Mary A. Wiseman. 4420 Frankli
Rd., Nashville, Tn. 37204
Iris J. Wittbold. 512 Rockingbird Ljj
McAllen, Tx. 78501
Patricia S. Wittbold. 512 Rod
ingbird Ln., McAllen, Tx. 78501
Maria A. Wolf. 1801 Bett Mar Lit
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
Carol Wolfe. 587 Chiles Ln., Orlandj
FL 32807
Gary M. Wolfe. 1915 Stonehurst Rd
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
John Wolfe. 1915 Stonehurst Rdi
Winter Park, Fl. 32789
William F. Wolff III. 8399 Ti|
pecanoe Rd., Cafield, Oh. 44406
Maria L. Wong Valle. KM 9 Carref
era Norte, Apartado 2147, Managu
DN
Thomas S. Wood. 5 Briar Patch Lri
Mattapoisett, Ma. 02739
Ward A. Woodbury. 2615 Veroni
Trail, Winter Park, FL 32789
Susan Woolaver. 24 Blaisdell Dr:
Carlisle, Ma. 01741
Regina Wooley. 90 Compass Ln., Fl
Lauderdale, Fl. 33380
Diana D. Wright. Apt. 514, 1101 S
Arlington Rdg. Rd., Arlington, Vsi
22202
X I
Mark W. Xenakis. Box 504B Rt. |
Plaistow, N.H. 03865
Nancy S. Yeargin. 110 Byrd Blvd
Greenville, S.C. 29605
James W. Yetter. 980 Eden Isle D
NE, St. Petersburg, Fl. 33704
Elizabeth A. Young. 435
Tanglewood East, Palm Beac
Gardens, FL 33403
Jaye A. Young. 131 Cortez Ct
Winter Spring, Fl. 32707
Rick A. Young. 164 Seaview Ave
Swansea, Ma. 02777
Wendy Young. 44 Oak Ln., Pelhai
Manor, N.Y. 10803
Mary L. Yount. 84 Nobscussett Rd
Dennis, Ma. 02368
Z 1
Janet C. Zeanah. 2323 NW 19th PI.
Gainesville, FL 32605




